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The Central Institute of Classical Tamil (CICT), Chennai, was established in 2007 to implement
the Central plan schemes for promoting research in Classical Tamil. One of the first, and still the
largest, projects implemented by CICT is the documentation of the earliest Tamil inscriptions
and heritage monuments on HD Video and High Resolution still imagery, indexed, catalogued
and held as a digital archive by CICT. Even as this long-term programme got under way, I was
invited by CICT to prepare a revised edition of my book, Early Tamil Epigraphy (first published in
2003), dovetailing it with the ongoingdocumentation of Tamil-Brāhmī and Vaṭṭe uttu stone
inscriptions. I need hardly add that I accepted the offer with alacrity as it would bring to fruition
the project I had only dreamt about for long. I am thankful to the Director, CICT, for implementing
the scheme for documentation of the earliest Tamil inscriptions and for including the revised
edition of my book within its scope.The CICT entrusted the execution of the project to the Centre
for Plants, People and Ecosystems (CPPE), Chennai, a non-profit organisation working in this
field. The CICT project team constituted by CPPE started the work in December 2007 and
successfully completed most of the field work by the end of 2010. I am thankful to M. V. Bhaskar,
Project Coordinator, and his colleagues for the efficient execution of the project. I was happy to
inaugurate the work at Mamandur, but could not participate in further field work due to health
problems except once at Pulankurichi in 2010. The team led by Bhaskar completed the field
work on its own with a copy of Early Tamil Epigraphy to serve as the guide to locate the caves
andinscriptions.I was shown the results of the photographic survey for verification of the in situ
delineations, enlarged on the computer screen. I could hardly believe my eyes, looking at the
amazingly clear photographs of the caves and the remarkable accuracy of the delineations. I
could sense that it is not only the superior technology but also the total involvement of the team
in the project, which produced such excellent results. I am proud to have been a member of the
team, though working from only behind the scenes. It has taken me more than two years (2010 -
12) to complete editing the present publication whichincludes only the Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions.
I must again thank Bhaskar for personally undertaking the laborious and time-consuming task of
typesetting the revised edition afresh in Unicode.The present publication marks the culmination
of my study of Tamil epigraphy extending over more than half a century (1958 - 2012). Looking
back over this long period, I remember with gratitude Dr. C. Sivaramamurti, who initiated me into
the discipline of epigraphy, Prof. K.A. Nilakanta Sastri, who suggested to me to take up the
research on the cave inscriptions of Tamilnadu, and K.V. Subrahmanya Aiyer, the founder of
Tamil-Brāhmī epigraphy, whom I had the good fortune to meet in 1966 and receive his blessings
for my successful decipherment of the Tamil-Brāhmī cave inscriptions of the Ca kam Ageat
Mangulam and Pugalur. It is time to hand over the baton to younger scholars in the
field.Iravatham Mahadevan



EARLY TAMIL EPIGRAPHY: TAMIL-BRĀHMĪ INSCRIPTIONSthe bookThis is Volume I of the
revised and enlarged Second Edition of Early Tamil Epigraphy, first published in 2003. The
Volume deals with Tamil-Brāhmī stone inscriptions discovered up to 2012. The main feature of
the edition is that it is based on fresh in situ delineation and digitisation of the cave inscriptions
included in the Corpus.The work provides a detailed account of the discovery and decipherment
of the inscriptions and relates their language and contents to early Tamil literature and society.
Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions on pottery, coins, seals and rings, have also been utilised to present a
more complete picture of early Tamil epigraphy. Two new sections deal with Prakrit inscriptions
on pottery and other inscribed objects, and Sinhala-Prakrit pottery inscriptions, from Tamilnadu,
which bring out the interaction of Tamil-Brāhmī with other contemporary languages and scripts
of South India and Sri Lanka.The study deals comprehensively with the epigraphy, language and
contents of the inscriptions. The texts are given in transliteration with translation and extensive
word by word commentary. The inscriptions are illustrated with direct photographs in colour,
together with delineations and estampages for comparative study. Palaeography of Tamil-
Brāhmī is described in detail with the help of letter charts. The special orthographic and
grammatical features of the earliest Tamil inscriptions are also described. A glossary of
inscriptional words and several classified word lists have been added to aid further research.the
authorIRAVATHAM MAHADEVAN (b. 1930) has published widely on Indian epigraphy,
especially on the Indus and Brāhmī scripts. He was awarded the Jawaharlal Nehru Fellowship in
1970 for his research on the Indus script and the National Fellowship of the Indian Council of
Historical Research in 1992 for his work on the Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions.His books, The Indus
Script: Texts, Concordance and Tables (1977), and Early Tamil Epigraphy (2003) are recognised
internationally as major source books for research in these fields.He has received many awards
including, more recently, the title Tamil Chemmal from the Madurai Kamaraj University (1995),
the Copper Plaque of the Tamilnadu Archaeological Society (1998), the annual award of the
Federations of Tamil Sangams of North America (2001), V. Chelvanayakam Award, Colombo
(2004), the P.L. Gupta Medal of the Tamilnadu Numismatic Society (2006), the Madras Sanskrit
College Centenary Award (2007), the Dravidian University Award for research publications in
Dravidian languages (2008), Padma Sri by the President of India (2009), D. Litt degree (hon.) by
the Tamil University, Thanjavur (2009), Tiruvalluvar Award by the Government of Tamilnadu
(2010), the Lifetime Literary Achievement Award by the Tamil Literary Academy, Canada (2010),
and Tolkappiyar Award (Presidential Award for Classical Tamil for 2009 - 10 instituted by
CICT).Iravatham Mahadevan joined the Indian Administrative Service in 1954 and retired
voluntarily in 1980 to devote himself to academic pursuits. He lives in Chennai.EARLY TAMIL
EPIGRAPHYFrom the Earliest Times to the Sixth Century c.e.Revised & Enlarged Second
EditionVolume ITamil-Brāhmī InscriptionsIRAVATHAM MAHADEVANKindle EditionCentral
Institute of Classical Tamil, Chennai2020Early Tamil Epigraphy : From the Earliest Times to the



Sixth Century C.E.Iravatham Mahadevan© Central Institute of Classical Tamil, ChennaiFirst
published 2014Ebook Library Kindle Edition, 2020Subject: Inscriptions, Tamil.Language:
English9789381744147Typeset & published byCentral Institute of Classical TamilChennai
600113Website: www.cict.inNo part of this book may be stored, used or reproduced in any
manner whatsoever without written permission from the author, except in case of brief
quotations embodied in critical articles and reviews.MEMBERS OF THE EDITORIAL BOARD1.
Editor-in-Chief  Prof. R. Chandrasekaran, Director2. Editor  Dr. T. Saravanan3. Associate
Editors (Print versions)Dr. R. Venkatesan Dr. N. Periasamy Dr. A. Arockiadoss Dr. C.
Ramachandran Mr. K. Kannan E-versionsDr. R. Akilan Mr. D. Senthilkumar Mr. S. Karthikeyan
Mr. A. Muruga Swaminathan4. Layout Design  Mr. K. Sankar5. Typing work  Mrs. S. Geetha
Mr. V. Sivaprakasam Mr. T. G. Aruloli Mr. S. Saravanan Mr. M. Muniyasamy6. Sales and Stock
maintenance Mr. S. SaravananExcerpts from Reviews of Early Tamil Epigraphy (2003)(See
Bibliography for references.)This beautifully written book brilliantly conveys the thrill of scientific
discovery and the excitement of academic research. It is very up to date and will be of value to
specialists in epigraphy, archaeology, the history of Tamil and the Dravidian languages, and the
political and religious history of India, but could also interest inquiring general readers.R.E.
AsherIt is only rarely that one comes across a study that marks, in the usual manner of
description, ‘a milestone’ in the history of a discipline like epigraphy. In the last century, the
1960s saw a new awakening in the field of South Indian epigraphy and palaeography - owing to
the efforts of one man, Iravatham Mahadevan, an administrator- turned-scholar. He created
history by reviving interest in the earliest surviving and ‘enigmatic’ cave inscriptions of Tamilnadu
in the Brahmi script which had defied all earlier attempts at successful decipherment and
reading.R. ChampakalakshmiThe work is more than a milestone: as no further mile is to be
expected, we have to make the conclusion that this could not be set aside. Author, printer and
publisher deserve immense thanks.Harry FalkPublishing a scientifically organised and classified
compilation of the data on the mysterious Harappan Script, Mahadevan had already become
world renowned for the perfection achieved in the production of an epigraphic source book for
researchers. The present volume, Early Tamil Epigraphy, is far more superior to that kind of a
source book, for it embodies an exhaustive and systematic study of every aspect of the Tamil
Brahmi script, with the most accurately deciphered inscriptional texts, blessed to remain long
unchallenged in the domain of epigraphy. At the same time, it is not a study solely meant for
experts. It is an eminently readable book attracting both the specialist and the general
readership, thanks to its beautiful narrative structure enshrining the excitement of expedition,
adventure, and discovery as well as intellectual curiosity about the cognitive sequences of
successful decipherment besides clarity of thought and expression. Through his exhaustive
study of Tamil-Brahmi inscriptions that form quantitatively the smallest, temporally the most
archaic, and intellectually the most challenging segment of the huge corpus of epigraphs in
South India, Iravatham Mahadevan puts the region prominently in the world map of ancient
scripts.Rajan GurukkalNothing has been written until now, on Tamil epigraphy, so rewarding and



communicating, as this book is. It is a comprehensive, in-depth treatise, in which a multi-
disciplinary learning of an awesome dimension is much in evidence. Mahadevan brings to bear
upon this book, running to 719 pages, his rare insights, cool objectivity, immense patience,
intense and rigorous scholarship, backed by a thorough knowledge of Sanskrit, Tamil and
Prakrit.Indira ParthasarathyThe problem of the principles and chronology of these (vowel
notation) systems has occupied Mahadevan, among other, for decades, and the presentation of
this issue in this volume represents the final and authoritative synthesis of his work.Richard
SalomonMahadevan’ s book is also a contribution to comparative Dravidian Linguistics, as well
as historical Dravidian Linguistics. He has compared Tamil, Kannada and Malayalam, three
south Dravidian languages. Through these Tamil inscriptions, he has been able to advance the
aniquity of these three languages.Alvapillai Veluppillai              (2003)
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            (K. Nachimuthu)Dedicated to the sacred memory ofKanthadai Vaidy
Subrahmanya Aiyer (1875 - 1969)whose pioneering studies laid the foundation forthe
decipherment of the Tamil-Brāhmī script.TABLE OF CONTENTSExcerpts from Reviews of Early
Tamil Epigraphy (2003)              (2003)                       
        PrefaceIntroductionCredits for IllustrationsAbbreviationsTamil literary works (in Tamil
alphabetical order)AbbreviationsReference Works (Details in Bibliography)PeriodicalsOther
AbbreviationsInstitutionsSCHEME OF TRANSLITERATION AND DIACRITICAL MARKSTABLE
OF CONVENTIONAL SYMBOLSPART ONE: EARLY TAMIL INSCRIPTIONS1
DISCOVERY1.1Introduction1.2Earliest discoveries (1882 – 1903)1.2.1Mangulam: Pā ṭiya
inscriptions of the Ca kam Age1.2.2Edakal: Cēra inscriptions of the Ca kam
Age1.2.3Kilavalavu: the earliest reference to Tondi on the east coast1.3A flood of discoveries
(1906 – 1918)1.3.1Alagarmalai: endowment by merchants from Madurai1.3.2Sittannavasal:
abode of a Jaina nun from Karnataka1.4Waning interest and random discoveries (1926 –
1960)1.4.1Pugalur: Cēra inscriptions of the Ca kam Age1.4.2The ’ lost’ Tamil-Brāhmī
inscription of Tiruchirapalli1.5Revival of interest: fresh copying of inscriptions (1961 –
1980)1.5.1Arachalur: musical notations1.5Revival of interest: fresh copying of inscriptions
(1961 – 1980)1.5.1Arachalur: musical notations1.6Recent discoveries (1981 –
2012)1.6.1Jambai: inscription of Atiya Neṭumā Añci1.6.2Mannarkoil: references to a kaṭikai
(ghaṭikā) and ku ā (ancient Ku avāyil)1.6.3Herostones with Tamil-Brāhmī Inscriptions1.6.4
Early Tamil-Brāhmī inscription from Samanarmalai at Kilkuyilkudi1.7Physical features of caves
with Tamil-Brāhmī Inscriptions1.8Map showing sites with Tamil-Brāhmī Stone
Inscriptions1.9Distribution of Tamil-Brāhmī Stone Inscriptions1.10Catalogues of Tamil-Brāhmī
Inscriptions in the Corpus1.11Discovery of Early Vaṭṭe uttu Inscriptions1.12Distribution of Early
Vaṭṭe uttu Inscriptions1.13Tamil-Brāhmī Inscriptions on Pottery and Other Inscribed
Objects1.14Prakrit Inscriptions on Pottery and Other Inscribed Objects Found in
Tamilnadu1.15Sinhala-Prakrit Pottery Inscriptions Found in TamilnaduAnnexure ATamil-Brāhmī
Inscriptions on Pottery and other Inscribed Objects1.13.1Pottery inscriptions (Catalogue AI and
Figs. 1 – 25)(i)Introduction(ii)Arikamedu(iii)Uraiyur(iv)Kodumanal(v)Alagankulam(vi)Other
excavated sites with pottery inscriptions(vii)Other explored sites with pottery
inscriptions(viii)Tamil-Brāhmī pottery inscriptions from sites outside Tamil Nadu(a)Salihundam,
Andhra Pradesh(b)Pattanam (Muci i), Kerala(ix)Tamil-Brāhmī pottery inscriptions outside
India(a)Jaffna Region, (Northern Sri Lanka)(b)Tissamaharama, (Southern Sri Lanka)(c)Quseir
al-Qadim (Red Sea coast, Egypt)(d)Berenike (Red Sea coast, Egypt)(e)Oman(f)ThailandAn
inscribed touchstone from Thailand1.13.2 Inscribed objects with Tamil-Brāhmī legends: coins,
seals and rings (Catalogues AII to AIV and appended Figures)1.13.3Illustrated
CataloguesAnnexure BPrakrit Inscritptions on Pottery and other Inscribed Objects from
Tamilnadu 1.14.1Introduction1.14.2Prakrit Dialects in the Tamil country1.14.3Catalogue
B1.14.4Some special features of the inscriptions1.14.5Need for further researchCATALOGUE
BIllustrated Catalogue of Prakrit Inscriptions on pottery, coins, seals and rings (ca. 2nd century



b.c.e. – 4th century c.e.) from Tamilnadu.Annexure CSinhala-Prakrit Inscriptions on Pottery
from Tamilnadu 1.15.1Introduction: Catalogue
C1.15.2Sites1.15.3Discovery1.15.4Language1.15.5Script1.15.6Contents1.15.7Influence of
Tamil orthographyAcknowledgementsCATALOGUE CIllustrated Catalogue of Sinhala-Prakrit
Pottery Inscriptions from Tamilnadu2 DECIPHERMENT2.1Introduction2.2Venkayya’ s
reading2.3Krishna Sastri’ s
readings2.3.1Script:2.3.2Orthography:2.3.3Language:2.4Breakthrough: Subrahmanya Aiyer’ s
decipherment2.4.1Phonological structure of the script2.4.2Discovery of the special Tamil
characters2.4.3Identification of Tamil grammatical elements2.4.4Language of cave
inscriptions2.4.5Problems with Subrahmanya Aiyer’ s readings(a)Incorrect
orthography(b)Overestimating the Prakrit element(c)Reliance on unsatisfactory
estampages(d)Some ‘strange’ readings2.4.6Assessment of Subrahmanya Aiyer’ s work2.5A
comic interlude2.6Elements of Bhattiprolu orthography in cave inscriptions2.7The first linguistic
study2.8Discovery of the pu  i in the Tamil-Brāhmī script2.9The first book on cave
inscriptions2.10Renewed study of cave inscriptions: the first field expedition (1962 –
66)2.11Tracing of cave inscriptions (1962 – 66)2.12Corpus of the Tamil-Brāhmī Inscriptions
19662.13Later publications on Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions2.13.1R. Nagaswamy 19722.13.2R.
Panneerselvam 19722.13.3Mayilai Seeni Venkataswamy 19812.13.5Tami -Pirāmi Kalveṭṭuka
20062.14Results of recent research on the orthography of Tamil-Brāhmī
inscriptions2.14.1Revised model of medial vowel notations2.14.2Other orthographic
‘peculiarities’ in the cave inscriptions2.15Second field expedition (1991 – 96)2.15.1Aims of the
expedition2.15.2Special studies(a)Looking for the elusive pu  i2.16.1Chronology of pottery
inscriptions in Tamil-Brāhmī(a)Arikamedu:(b)Other sites2.16.2Changing trends in the
chronology of cave inscriptions2.16.3Chronological classification2.16.4Reappraisal of
chronological evidence2.16.5Palaeographic evidence(i)Mauryan Brāhmī(ii)Occurrence of
Brāhmī letters in Early Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions(iii)Sinhala-Brāhmī(v)Legends on Sātavāhana
coins(vi)Pottery inscriptions2.16.6Orthographic evidence2.16.7Linguistic
evidence2.16.8Revised chronological scheme2.17Documentation in the First Edition
(2003)2.17.1Estampages2.17.3Direct photographsTable 2.1 Chronological Classification of
Tamil-Brāhmī Inscriptions in the CorpusTable 2.2 Chronological and Orthographic Classification
of Tamil-Brāhmī Inscriptions in the Corpus (in alphabetical order of sites)CICT Photographic
Survey (2007 - 2010): A ReportCICT Photographic Survey (2007 – 2010): A
Report2.18.1Introduction2.18.2Field Work2.18.3Documentation2.18.4.Documentation
Techniques, a Revisit2.18.5.CICT Photographic Survey2.18.6.Nuances in
Documentation2.18.7.The Editing Process for Various Media and its Technicalities2.18.8The
Outcome of the Survey2.18.9Serious threat of Destruction of the Inscriptions2.18.10Future
Prospects2.18.11Special Thanks2.18.12A Learning Experience3 LANGUAGE3.1Language of
cave inscriptions3.1.1The unsolved problem3.1.2How much Tamil?3.1.3What kind of Tamil?
3.1.4The language of the inscription is Old Tamil3.1.5Dravidian and Indo-Aryan in Tamil-Brāhmī



inscriptions: the true proportion3.2Dravidian element3.2.1Phonemic inventory3.2.2Lexical
items(i)Verbs(ii)Adjectives(iii)Nouns(iv)Toponyms(v)Rare lexical items3.2.3Grammatical
elements(i)Pronouns(ii)Numerals(iii)Interjections(iv)Particles(v)Grammatical
morphemes(vi)Rare grammatical usages(a) Forms of finite verbs(b)Absence of present
tense(c)Rare grammatical morphemes3.2.4Influence of Old Kannada(i)Lexical items(ii)Personal
names and honorifics(iii)Grammatical usages(iv)Spread of Jainism from
Karnataka3.2.5Presence of Pre-Malayalam words3.3Indo-Aryan element3.3.1Phonology:
presence of non-Tamil sounds3.3.2Orthography(i) Adaptation to Tamil phonetic pattern(ii)Use of
single consonants for geminates3.3.3Vocabulary(i)Religious terms(ii)Cultural
terms(iii)Miscellaneous loanwords from Prakrit3.3.4Prakrit grammatical usages3.3.5Prakrit of
the cave inscriptions(i)Loanwords not derived from Asokan dialects(ii) Loanwords mostly from
standard epigraphic Prakrit(iii)Loanwords from Jaina Prakrit (Ardhamāgadhī)(iv)Loanword from
Sinhala-Prakrit3.4Lexical items of doubtful etymology3.5Changeover from Prakrit to Sanskrit4
POLITY4.1IntroductionA. State4.2The
Pā ṭiyas4.2.1Neṭuñce iya 4.2.2Peruva uti4.2.3Ka umā a Nata 4.3The Cēras4.3.1Irumpo ais
of the Pugalur inscriptions4.3.2Coins of the Irumpo ais4.3.3Cēra inscriptions from
Kerala4.3.4Silver portrait coins of the Cēras4.4The
Cō as4.4.1Titta 4.4.2Neṭu ki  i4.5Chieftains4.5.1Atiya Neṭumā
Añci4.5.3Ka imā 4.5.4Ati  a Etirā Cēnta 4.5.5Patuma
Kōtai4.6Administration4.6.1King4.6.2Heir apparent4.6.3Princes4.6.4Chieftains4.6.5Servant (of
the king)4.6.6Superintendent, chief4.6.7Superintendent of pearls4.6.8Chief of scribes4.6.9Title
of ministers, palace officials or merchants4.6.10An honour or title bestowed by the
king4.6.11Titles of other important personages4.6.12The village assembly (ūr)4.6.13Assembly
of learned persons (kaṭikai)4.6.14Warfare4.6.15Cattle raid (ākō )B. Religion4.7Earlier views on
the authors of cave inscriptions4.7.1Buddhist occupation of the caves4.7.2Ājīvika presence in
the caves4.8Early phase of Jainism in the Tamil country4.8.1Bhadrabāhu-Chandragupta
legend4.8.2Samprati and Jainism in the Tamil country4.9Evidence of Jainism in Tamil-Brāhmī
inscriptions4.9.1Jaina character of the inscriptions: a statistical study4.9.2Jaina
terminology4.9.3Titles of monks(i)ka i(ii)ama a (iii)upaca (iv)patanta (v)att(a)vāyi4.9.4Titles of
nuns(i)pa(m)mitti(ii)kanti4.9.5Names of Jaina monks and nuns4.9.6Common religious terms in
Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions4.9.7Jaina religious terms in Early Vaṭṭe uttu inscriptions4.9.8Cave
shelters: the earliest Jaina hermitages(i)pa  i(ii)atiṭṭā am(iii)Drip ledge(iv)Canopy(v)Front
yard(vi)Water sources4.10Evolution of Early Jainism in the Tamil country4.10.1Early Tamil-
Brāhmī period (ca. 2nd century b.c.e. – 1st century c.e.)4.10.2Late Tamil-Brāhmī period (ca.
2nd – 4th centuries c.e.)4.10.3Early Vaṭṭe uttu period (ca. 5th – 6th centuries c.e.)4.11Early
Jaina records up to the 6th century c.e.(i) Lōyavibhāga(ii) Darśanasāra(iii) Pa  a kōvil
Plates4.12 Re-occupation of the cave shelters by later JainasC.
Society4.14Introduction4.15Agriculture4.15.1Paddy4.16Trade4.16.1The merchant
guild4.16.2Merchants and traders4.16.3Commodities of trade4.17Professions4.17.1Mason and



master mason4.17.2Producer or seller of salt4.17.3Carpenter4.17.4Mahout or
charioteer4.17.5Goldsmith4.18Social organisation4.18.1Clans(i)I ayar(ii)Ī a-
(iii)Ku ava (iv)Tīya (v)Nāka (vi)Parata (vii)Pi ( )a (viii)Malai
Va  akka (ix)Vē 4.18.2Kinship4.18.3Honorifics(i) antai(ii) -a(p)pa(iii) -a(y)ya /-aiya (masc.)
and aiyai (fem.)(iv) -a  i(v) tātai4.18.4Attributes4.19Personal names4.19.1Appellative nouns as
personal names4.19.2Names based on religion(i) Āycaya (55)(ii) Ka a- (Ka  a-) (84)(iii)
Kuvira (21 – 23, 31 & 32)(iv) Ko  i (fem.) (65 & 66)(v) Tēva (84 & 85)4.19.3Vedic and
Brahmanical deities in personal names on inscribed objects(i) Mittira (ii) Vāru i(iii)
Ariyamā (iv) Cātavēta(v) Baladēva(vi) Yakhamitra4.19.4Personal names based on
asterisms(i) Tiya (47)(a) Tiya (b) Tissa-(c) Tica (ii) Viya(k)ka (39 & 84)(iii) Vi(s)suva (27)(iv)
Ve(s)sa (50)(v) Uttira- (27)4.19.5Personal names (based on asterisms) occurring on inscribed
objects(i) Asaṭa (ii) Asa ay (fem.)(iii) Ātiraiya (iv) Uttira (v) Mūla 4.19.6Personal names after
 ishis, gōtras, etc.(i) Kaśyapa / Kāśyapa(ii) Harita /Hariti /Hārita(iii) Atri(iv) Dhara(v)
Nakula(vi) Marai4.19.7A note on personal names derived from Indo-Aryan4.20Place
names4.20.1CountriesSri Lanka(a)i a- (read ī a-)(b)Caiya a 4.20.2Regions outside the Tamil
countryErumi-nāṭu4.20.3Territorial divisionsTe -ci uvāyil-nāṭu4.20.4Cities and ports(i) Madurai,
the capital city of the Pā ṭiya kingdom(ii) Tondi, the seaport of the Pā ṭiyas(iii) Karur, the Cēra
capital(iv) Muci i, the Cēra seaportExcavations at (Muci i-) Pattanam(v) Identification of Ku ā
with Ku avāyil(a) The Jaina Temple at Tirukku avāy(b) Date of Ku avāyil Kōṭṭam: Recent
epigraphic evidence(vi) Date of Cilappatikāram(vii) Pictorial representation of a Roman ship at
Alagankulam4.20.5Other place names4.20.6Common toponyms4.21Flora and
fauna4.21.1Flora(i) ilañci(ii) kumu (iii) kōku(iv) nā a (v) nel(vi) pa ai(vii) vēmpu(viii)
Sugarcane4.21.2Fauna(i) ā(ii) yā ai4.22Culture4.22.1Art4.22.2Music and dance4.23Memorial
stones (herostones)4.24From orality to literacy: transition in early Tamil society4.24.1Early
literacy in Tamil society4.24.2Popular versus elitist literacy4.24.3Literacy and political
independence4.24.4Facilitating factors for spread of literacy in early Tamil society(i)The
presence of a strong bardic tradition(ii)The absence of a priestly hierarchy(iii)A strong tradition
of local autonomy(iv)The spread of Jainism and Buddhism(v)Foreign trade4.24.5A democratic,
quasi-alphabetic script4.24.6 The consequences of literacy in early Tamil societyPART TWO:
STUDIES IN EARLY TAMIL EPIGRAPHY5 PALAEOGRAPHY5.1Nomenclature5.2Palaeographic
Charts5.4Origin of Tamil-BrāhmīPalaeographic changesOrthographic changes5.5Graphemic
inventory of Tamil-Brāhmī5.6Tamil-Brāhmī and other Brāhmī variants5.6.1Mauryan
Brāhmī5.6.2Southern Brāhmī5.6.3The Bhattiprolu Script(a)Special palaeographic
features(b)Special orthographic features(c) A gold ring from Karur with legend in the Bhattiprolu
Script5.6.4Sinhala-Brāhmī5.7Tamil-Brāhmī: general characteristics of writing5.8Direction of
writing5.10Vowels5.11Consonants5.12 Additional letters in Tamil-Brāhmī5.12.1Tamil-Brāhmī
 (a)Formation of  (b)Evolution of  (c)Use of ḍ as  in pottery inscriptions from
Kodumanal(d)Use of reversed ḍ for  in pottery inscriptions from Arikamedu(e)Use of reversed ḍ
for  in Sinhala-Brāhmī inscriptions(f)Occurrence of Tamil-Brāhmī  in a Sinhala-Brāhmī



inscription(g)Occurrence of Tamil-Brāhmī  in a Southern Brāhmī inscription(h)Survival of the
earlier form of  in Telugu-Kannada script5.12.2Tamil-Brāhmī  (a)Formation of  (b)Evolution of
 (c)Occurrence of Tamil-Brāhmī  in Early Sinhala-Brāhmī inscriptions(d)Occurrence of Tamil-
Brāhmī  in a Southern Brāhmī inscription(e)Different forms of  in Early Southern
scripts5.12.3Tamil-Brāhmī  (a)Formation of  (b)Evolution of  (c)Occurrence of Tamil-Brāhmī 
in a Sinhala-Brāhmī inscription5.12.4Tamil-Brāhmī  (a)Formation of  (b)Evolution of
 (c)Occurrence of Tamil-Brāhmī  in Sinhala-Brāhmī inscriptions5.13Medial vowel signs5.14The
pu  i: palaeographic aspects5.15Tamil-Brāhmī legends on Sātavāhana coins5.15.1Previous
studies5.15.2Coin-legends5.15.3Palaeography of the coin-legends on the
reverse5.15.4Chronology of Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions in the light of the coin-
legends5.15.5Language of the coin-legends on the reverse5.15.6Literal
translation5.15.7Reason for the employment of Tamil in the coin-legends5.16Numerals in Tamil-
Brāhmī inscriptions5.17Punctuation5.18.1Juxtaposition of script and symbols on pottery from
Kodumanal5.18.2Symbols in the cave inscriptions of Sri Lanka5.18.3The Anaikoddai
Seal5.18.4Cave symbols and signs of the Indus script5.19The Vaṭṭe uttu script5.19.1Origin of
Vaṭṭe uttu5.19.2Evolution of Vaṭṭe uttu: the early phase (5th – 6th centuries c.e.)(a)Early
Vaṭṭe uttu inscriptions at Pulankurichi(b)Early Vaṭṭe uttu inscriptions on herostones(c)A unique
Vaṭṭe uttu pottery inscription5.19.3Evolution of Vaṭṭe uttu: the middle phase (7th – 10th
centuries c.e.)5.19.4Evolution of Vaṭṭe uttu: the last phase (11th – 19th centuries c.e.)5.20The
Tamil script5.20.1Emergence of the Tamil script5.20.2Evidence for earlier Tamil inscriptions re-
examined(a)Pa  a kōvil Plates(b)Presence of Tamil characters in Vaṭṭe uttu
inscriptions5.21Evolution and chronology of South Indian scripts: a summary6
ORTHOGRAPHY6.1Introduction6.2Orthographic ’peculiarities’ of Tamil-Brāhmī
inscriptions6.3Orthographic conventions in Brāhmī inscriptions6.4Evolution of alternative medial
vowel notations in Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions6.6The Bhattiprolu system of medial vowel
notationGold ring from Karur with legend in the Bhattiprolu system6.7TB-II system of medial
vowel notation6.8 The pu  i system of medial vowel notation6.9The pu  i in
Tolkāppiyam6.10Medial vowel notations in Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions: a comparative
study6.11Medial vowel notations in cave inscriptions6.12Medial vowel notations in pottery
inscriptions6.12.1At sites in Tamil Nadu6.12.2From sites outside Tamil Nadu6.13Medial vowel
notations in legends on inscribed objects6.13.1Coins6.13.2Seals with TB-I notation6.13.3Rings
with TB-I notation6.14Use of ī as i in Early Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions6.15Special usage
governing u- vowels in Early Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions6.15.1Apparent lengthening of u as
ū6.15.2Empirical rules for the special usage of u- vowels6.16Dual values of the letters e and
o6.17Doubling of consonants in Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions6.18.2Vowel followed by
vowel6.19Pause in Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions6.19.1 Pause in lieu of doubling of
consonants6.20Assimilation and epenthesis in loanwords6.20.1Where the changes had taken
place in Prakrit:6.21Orthographic changes in loanwords6.21.1Loss of voicing6.21.2Loss of
aspiration6.21.3Loss of anusvāra  6.21.4Loss of h6.21.5Substitution of



sibilants6.21.6Intervocalic -p- > -v-6.21.7IA non-initial -n > Ta. - 6.21.8IA final -ā > Ta. -
ai6.22Voicing of consonants: evidence of Tamil-Brāhmī orthography6.22.1Caldwell’s
Law6.22.4Weakened articulation of consonants6.22.5Minimal presence and loss of the
sibilants6.22.6Tolkāppiyam silent on voicing6.22.7Evidence of voicing only from the early
medieval period6.22.8Interpreting the evidence6.22.9Discussion6.22.10Conclusion7
GRAMMARI. Phonology7.1The Tamil alphabet7.2Phonemic inventoryVowels (uyir)Consonants
(mey)7.3Dependent sounds (cārpe uttu)7.3.1Shortened -i (ku  iyal-ikaram)7.3.2Shortened -u
(ku  iyal-ukaram)7.3.3The āytam ( )7.4Distribution of
vowels7.4.1Initial7.4.2Medial7.4.3Final7.4.4Vowel clusters7.5Distribution of consonants7.5.1In
the Corpus7.5.2Comparison with Tolkāppiyam7.5.2.1Initial consonants7.5.2.2Final
consonants7.5.2.3Consonant clusters7.5.2.4Geminates7.5.2.5Use of single for double
consonants in the inscriptions7.5.2.6Homorganic nasals plus stops7.5.2.7Other consonantal
clusters7.5.2.8Clusters of three consonants7.6Distribution of consonant-vowels7.6.1In the
Corpus7.6.2Comparison with Tolkāppiyam7.6.2.1Initial7.6.2.2 Final7.7Sound
variations7.7.1Vowels7.7.2Consonants7.8Some phonological processes7.8.1Addition of
paragogic suffixes (-y ~ -i, -iy, y-i, -yi) to noun-stems ending with -i or -ai7.8.1.2-y after stems
ending in -ai7.8.1.3-iafter stems ending in -i7.8.1.4-iy after stems ending in -i7.8.1.5-y-iafter
stems ending in -i7.8.1.6-yiafter stems ending in -i7.8.2Addition of the euphonic vowel -u to
stems ending in liquid consonants7.8.2.1After noun-stems7.8.2.2After verb-
stems7.8.4Contraction7.8.5Loss of initial palatal c-7.8.6 (a)Elision of nasal n(b)Elision of nasal n
with doubling of the succeeding consonant(c)Elision of nasal  (probably with nasalisation of the
previous vowel)7.8.7 Addition of derivational suffixes to verb stemsII.
Morphophonemics7.9Definition7.11Sandhi of consonant and vowelExceptions7.11.1In personal
names7.11.2In place names7.12Mutation of initial stem in sandhi7.13Changes in
sandhi7.14Assimilation7.14.1Regressive assimilation (of the preceding to the succeeding
consonant)7.14.1.1nasal + stop7.14.1.4liquid + nasalExceptions7.14.2Progressive assimilation
(of the succeeding to the preceding consonant)7.14.3Mutual assimilation (of preceding and
succeeding consonants)7.15Addition7.15.1Addition of glide -y-Exception7.15.2Addition of glide
-v-Exceptions7.15.3Doubling of the final consonantExceptions7.15.4Doubling of the initial
consonant7.15.4.1After a vowel7.15.4.2After a consonant (liquid)7.15.4.3Exceptional
doublingExceptions7.15.4.4Addition of -m- > - - in sandhi7.16Elision7.16.1Elision of a stem-
final vowel before a succeeding vowel7.16.2Elision of the stem-final shortened -u before a
vowel7.16.3Elision of the stem-final shortened -u (with doubling of the preceding consonant
before a vowel)7.16.4Elision of the stem-final suffix -(a)m when followed by a noun7.16.5Elision
of the stem-final PNG suffix -(a) before a noun7.16.6Elision of the PNG suffix -(a) before a
genitive suffixIII. Morphology7.17Definition7.18Syllabic structure of stems7.19Parts of
speech7.20Nouns7.20.1Classification of nouns7.20.2Personal names (N.)7.20.3Place names
(P.)7.20.4Common nouns (n.)7.20.5Appellative
nouns7.21Numerals7.22Pronouns7.22.1Personal pronouns7.22.2Demonstrative



pronouns7.22.3Numeral pronouns7.23Number and gender7.23.1Masculine
singular7.23.2Feminine singular7.23.3Honorific singular7.23.4Human (epicene)
plural7.23.5Neuter singular7.23.6Neuter plural7.24Person7.24.1Person-Number-Gender (PNG)
suffixes7.24.2Masculine singular7.24.3Feminine singular7.24.4Honorific singular7.24.5Epicene
plural7.25Noun stems as attributes7.26The oblique stem7.26.1Nouns ending in -am form the
oblique stem by replacing the ending with -a(t)tu.7.26.2Nouns ending in -ṭu or - u form the
oblique stem by doubling the final consonant.7.26.3Oblique pronominal
stem7.27Case7.27.1First case (nominative)7.27.2Second case (accusative)7.27.3Fourth case
(dative)7.27.4Sixth case (genitive)7.27.5Zero-genitive7.27.6Seventh case
(locative)7.27.7Postpositions7.28Verbs7.28.1Verb stems in the Corpus7.28.2Transitive and
intransitive verbs7.28.2.1Transitive verbs7.28.2.2Intransitive verbs7.28.3Causative
verbs7.28.4Causative suffixes7.28.4.1Causative verbs with the suffix -(p)pi-7.28.4.2Causative
verbs with the suffix -vi-7.28.5 The frequency and distribution of causative suffixes in the Corpus
point to the following conclusions :7.29Tense7.29.1Past tense7.29.2Non-past (present-future)
tense7.29.3Forms of finite verbs7.30Participial nouns7.30.1PNG suffixes of participial
nouns7.30.1.1Third person masculine singular7.30.1.2Third person human (epicene)
plural7.30.2Past participial nouns7.30.2.1Transitive7.30.2.2Causative7.30.3Non-past participial
noun7.31Verbal nouns7.32Adjectival participles7.32.1Adjectival past
participles7.32.1.1Qualifying the subject (form: ‘(who) did’)7.32.1.2Qualifying the object (form:
‘(which was) done’)7.32.1.3Causative (form: ‘ (which was) caused to be done’)7.32.2Adjectival
aorist participles7.33Adverbial participles7.34The
infinitive7.35Adjectives7.36Interjections7.37ParticlesIV. SYNTAX7.39Definition7.40Syntax in
Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions7.41Sentences with participial nouns as verbs7.41.1In subject-object-
verb order7.41.2In object-verb-subject order7.41.3In subject-verb order (object to be inferred
from the context)7.41.4In verb-subject order (object to be inferred from the
context)7.42Sentences with adjectival participles as verbs7.42.1Qualifying the
subject7.42.2Qualifying the object7.43Sentences without verbs7.44Adverbial clauses7.44.1
With the verbal participle (of cause) in absolute construction: No examples in the
Corpus.7.44.2With the infinitive (of cause) in absolute construction7.45Agreement between
subject and predicatePart three: CORPUS OF Tamil-BrĀhmī INSCRIPTIONSCorpus of Tamil-
Brāhmī InscriptionsINTRODUCTIONTEXTSTranslationdataINDEX TO PREVIOUS
PUBLICATIONSEARLY TAMIL-BRĀHMĪ INSCRIPTIONS (1 - 59) (ca. 2nd Century b.c.e. - 1st
Century c.e.)I.MANGULAM (         ) - 1Pl. 2.I.MANGULAM - 2MANGULAM (         ) -
2MANGULAM (         ) - 3MANGULAM (         ) - 4MANGULAM (         ) -
5MANGULAM (         ) - 6II.ARITTAPATTI (            ) - 1*III.TIRUVADAVUR
(           ) - 1TIRUVADAVUR (           ) - 2IV.KILAVALAVU
(       )V.KONGARPULIYANKULAM (                   ) - 1KONGARPULIYANKULAM
(                   ) - 2KONGARPULIYANKULAM (                   ) -
3VI.MARUKALTALAI (          )VII.VARICHIYUR (           ) - 1VARICHIYUR



(           ) - 2VARICHIYUR (           ) - 3VIII.VIKKIRAMANGALAM (              ) -
1VIKKIRAMANGALAM (              ) - 2VIKKIRAMANGALAM (              ) -
3VIKKIRAMANGALAM (              ) - 4VIKKIRAMANGALAM (              ) -
5VIKKIRAMANGALAM (              ) - 6IX.mettuppatti (             ) - 1mettuppatti
(             ) - 2mettuppatti (             ) - 3mettuppatti (             ) - 4mettuppatti
(             ) - 5mettuppatti (             ) - 6mettuppatti (             ) - 7mettuppatti
(             ) - 8mettuppatti (             ) - 9mettuppatti (             ) - 10X.
KARUNGALAKKUDI (              )XI.mudalaikulam (          )XII.ALAGARMALAI
(        ) - 1ALAGARMALAI (        ) - 2ALAGARMALAI (        ) - 3ALAGARMALAI
(        ) - 4ALAGARMALAI (        ) - 5ALAGARMALAI (        ) - 6ALAGARMALAI
(        ) - 7ALAGARMALAI (        ) - 8ALAGARMALAI (        ) - 9ALAGARMALAI
(        ) - 10ALAGARMALAI (        ) - 11ALAGARMALAI (        ) - 12ALAGARMALAI
(        ) - 13XIII.SITTANNAVASAL (             )XIV.AIYARMALAI
(       )XV.TIRUMALAI (       ) - 1TIRUMALAI (       ) - 2XVI.TIRUPPARANKUNRAM
(                 ) - 1TIRUPPARANKUNRAM (                 ) -
2TIRUPPARANKUNRAM (                 ) - 3XVII.MUTTUPPATTI (             ) -
1MUTTUPPATTI (             ) - 2MUTTUPPATTI (             ) - 3LATE TAMIL-BRĀHMĪ
INSCRIPTIONS (60 - 87) (ca. 2nd - 4th Centuries c.e.)XIX.anaimalai (      )XX.pugalur
(       ) - 1PUGALUR (       ) - 2PUGALUR (       ) - 3pugalur (       ) - 4PUGALUR
(       ) - 5pugalur (       ) - 6pugalur (       ) - 7pugalur (       ) - 8pugalur (       ) -
9pugalur (       ) - 10pugalur (       ) - 11pugalur (       ) - 12XXI. mamandur
(         )XXII.kunnakkudi (           ) - 1kunnakkudi (           ) - 2XXIII.tondur
(        )XXIV.Kudumiyamalai (           )XXV.TiruchiraPalli
(                 )XXVI.EDAKAL (     ) - 1EDAKAL (     ) - 2EDAKAL (     ) - 3EDAKAL
(     ) - 4XXVII.neKanurpatti (            )XXVIII.ammankOyilpatti
(                 )XXIX.arachalur (         ) - 1ARACHALUR (         ) - 2arachalur
(         ) - 3ADDENDUM TO THE CORPUS OF TAMIL-BRĀHMĪ INSCRIPTIONS (88 -
96)XXX.mannarkoil (             ) - 1mannarkoil (             ) - 2II. ARITTAPATTI
(            ) - 2*XXXI.PULIMANKOMBAI (              ) - 1PULIMANKOMBAI
(              ) - 2PULIMANKOMBAI (              ) - 3XXXII.THATHAPPATTI
(          )XXXIIi.kilkuyilkudi (              )COMMENTARY ON TAMIL-BRĀHMĪ
INSCRIPTIONSIntroductionEARLY TAMIL-BRĀHMĪ INSCRIPTIONS (1 – 59) (ca. 2nd century
b.c.e – 1st century c.e.)I. MANGULAM (1 – 6)II. ARITTAPATTI 1 (7)*III.TIRUVADAVUR 1 & 2 (8
& 9)IV.KILAVALAVU (10)V.KONGARPULIYANKULAM 1 - 3 (11 – 13)VI.MARUKALTALAI
(14)VII.VARICHIYUR 1 – 3 (15 – 17)VIII.VIKKIRAMANGALAM 1 – 6 (18 – 23)IX.METTUPPATTI
1 – 10 (24 – 33)X.KARUNGALAKKUDI (34)XI.MUDALAIKULAM (35)XII.ALAGARMALAI 1 – 13
(36 – 48)XIII.SITTANNAVASAL (49)XIV.AIYARMALAI (50)XV.TIRUMALAI 1 & 2 (51 &
52)XVI.TIRUPPARANKUNRAM 1 – 3 (53 – 55)XVII. MUTTUPPATTI 1 –3 (56 – 58)XVIII.JAMBAI
(59)LATE TAMIL-BRĀHMĪ INSCRIPTIONS (60 - 87) (ca. 2nd – 4th centuries



c.e.)XIX.ANAIMALAI (60)XX.PUGALUR 1 - 12 (61 - 72)XXI.MAMANDUR (73)XXIII. TONDUR
(76)XXIV.KUDUMIYAMALAI (77)XXV. TIRUCHIRAPALLI (78)XXVII.NEKANURPATTI
(83)XXVIII.AMMANKOYILPATTI (84)XXIX.ARACHALUR (1 - 3) (85 - 87)ADDENDUM TO THE
CORPUS OF TAMIL-BRĀHMĪ INSCRIPTIONS (88 - 96)XXX.MANNARKOIL 1 & 2 (88 & 89)II.
ARITTAPATTI – 2 (90)XXXI. PULIMANKOMBAI 1 - 3 (91–93)XXXII. THATHAPATTI (94)XXXIII.
KILKUYILKUDI (95)XXVI. EDAKAL – 5 (96)APPENDICESAPPENDIXIINSCRIPTIONAL
GLOSSARYAPPENDIX IIAPPENDIX IIIIndex to Place names in the InscriptionsCommon
Toponyms in Place namesAPPENDIX IVEtymological Index: DravidIanAPPENDIX VAPPENDIX
VIAPPENDIX VIIINDEX tO grammatical morphemes in the
inscriptionsBIBLIOGRAPHYGENERAL INDEXPrefaceTamil was formally accorded the status of
a Classical language by the Government of India in 2004. The responsibility for preparing an
action plan for the promotion of research in Classical Tamil was initially entrusted to the Central
Institute of Indian Languages (CIIL), Mysore. During one of the discussions held in 2005 to
formulate the schemes for inclusion in the action plan, I had suggested to Prof. Udaya Narayana
Singh, Director, and Prof. K. Ramasamy, Deputy Director, CIIL, to take up the documentation of
the earliest inscriptions in Tamil, employing the best available digital technology. The proposal
was accepted which is the genesis of the present publication. It is my duty to thank the Director,
CIIL and his colleagues for their invaluable help in initiating this project.The Central Institute of
Classical Tamil (CICT), Chennai, was established in 2007 to implement the Central plan
schemes for promoting research in Classical Tamil. One of the first, and still the largest, projects
implemented by CICT is the documentation of the earliest Tamil inscriptions and heritage
monuments on HD Video and High Resolution still imagery, indexed, catalogued and held as a
digital archive by CICT. Even as this long-term programme got under way, I was invited by CICT
to prepare a revised edition of my book, Early Tamil Epigraphy (first published in 2003),
dovetailing it with the ongoing documentation of Tamil-Brāhmī and Vaṭṭe uttu stone inscriptions.
I need hardly add that I accepted the offer with alacrity as it would bring to fruition the project I
had only dreamt about for long. I am thankful to the Director, CICT, for implementing the scheme
for documentation of the earliest Tamil inscriptions and for including the revised edition of my
book within its scope.The CICT entrusted the execution of the project to the Centre for Plants,
People and Ecosystems (CPPE), Chennai, a non-profit organisation working in this field. The
CICT project team constituted by CPPE started the work in December 2007 and successfully
completed most of the field work by the end of 2010. I am thankful to M. V. Bhaskar, Project
Coordinator, and his colleagues for the efficient execution of the project.I was happy to
inaugurate the work at Mamandur, but could not participate in further field work due to health
problems except once at Pulankurichi in 2010. The team led by Bhaskar completed the field
work on its own with a copy of Early Tamil Epigraphy to serve as the guide to locate the caves
and inscriptions.I was shown the results of the photographic survey for verification of the in situ
delineations, enlarged on the computer screen. I could hardly believe my eyes, looking at the
amazingly clear photographs of the caves and the remarkable accuracy of the delineations. I



could sense that it is not only the superior technology but also the total involvement of the team
in the project, which produced such excellent results. I am proud to have been a member of the
team, though working from only behind the scenes.It has taken me more than two years (2010 -
12) to complete editing the present publication which includes only the Tamil-Brāhmī
inscriptions. I must again thank Bhaskar for personally undertaking the laborious and time-
consuming task of typesetting the revised edition afresh in Unicode.I have received help from a
large number of institutions and scholars for my research as acknowledged by me in the first
edition of the book. I shall have to confine myself to thanking those who directly contributed to
the making of the present, revised edition. My thanks are due to-Prof. V.C. Kulandai Swamy,
closely associated with the movement to secure Classical status for Tamil, for his constant
encouragement and guidance.Prof. R. Champakalakshmi, to whom I could always turn for
guidance in any matter related to South Indian history and culture.Dr. R. Krishnamurthy, the
doyen of South Indian numismatics, for helping me with the selection of coins with Tamil-Brahmi
legends discovered and deciphered by him.Prof. P.R. Subramanian, for patiently answering my
innumerable queries related to Tamil and Dravidian linguistics.Prof. K. Rajan, for generously
making available photographs of the Tamil-Brāhmī herostone inscriptions discovered by him,
and of the pottery inscriptions from Kodumanal, Porunthal and other recent excavations led by
him.Dr. S. Vasanthi, Director, Tamilnadu State Department of Archaeology, for making available
photographs of pottery inscriptions from the recent excavations by the Department.Mr. G.
Sundar, Director, Roja Muthiah Research Library, Chennai, for giving me access to rare
publications in the holdings of the Library, and helping me to compile the enlarged bibliography
in the present revised edition.The present publication marks the culmination of my study of Tamil
epigraphy extending over more than half a century (1958 - 2012). Looking back over this long
period, I remember with gratitude Dr. C. Sivaramamurti, who initiated me into the discipline of
epigraphy, Prof. K.A. Nilakanta Sastri, who suggested to me to take up the research on the cave
inscriptions of Tamilnadu, and K.V. Subrahmanya Aiyer, the founder of Tamil-Brāhmī epigraphy,
whom I had the good fortune to meet in 1966 and receive his blessings for my successful
decipherment of the Tamil-Brāhmī cave inscriptions of the Ca kam Age at Mangulam and
Pugalur. It is time to hand over the baton to younger scholars in the field.Iravatham
MahadevanChennai, July 15, 2013IntroductionEarly Tamil Epigraphy: From the Earliest Times to
Sixth Century A.D. (henceforth ETE) was first published in 2003, in separate but identical
editions, by Cre-A:, Chennai in India and the Department of Sanskrit and Indian Studies,
Harvard University, USA. The book has been well received by scholars and students alike, as
indicated by the large number of reviews in academic publications in India and abroad, and by
the fact that the Indian Edition was sold out within a year of its publication. Two seminars were
held in 2004 on the progress in Tamil-Brāhmī studies and related areas, one by the Madras
Institute of Development Studies (MIDS), Chennai, and the other at the Tamil University,
Thanjavur. An increasing number of publications on Tamil-Brāhmī have appeared in recent years
in Tamil and English attesting to the heightened interest in this developing field. I am gratified



that the main objectives of the book to provide reliable documentation and a definitive edition of
the texts of the Tamil-Brāhmī cave inscriptions have been substantially fulfilled.The Revised and
Enlarged Second Edition is being published by the Central Institute for Classical Tamil (CICT),
Chennai, an autonomous institution functioning under the Department of Culture, Ministry of
Human Resource Development, Government of India, New Delhi. The CICT is implementing an
ambitious programme for the digitisation and preservation of Classical Tamil texts and survey of
heritage monuments. One of the projects included in this larger programme is the
documentation of Tamil-Brāhmī cave inscriptions. The CICT has entrusted the execution of the
project to the Centre for Plans, People and Ecosystems (CPPE), Chennai. The technical details
of the project and consequent improvement to the quality of documentation are described by M.
V. Bhaskar, Project Co-ordinator, in his ‘Report on the CICT Photographic Survey’ included in
this volume (pp. 123 - 136). The critically important feature of the project is replacing the Plates
produced from the manual tracing of the inscriptions in ETE 2003, with in situ delineation and
digitisation. A welcome bonus is that the current Edition has an electronic counterpart with many
interactive features for the reader, facilitating an even closer study of the inscriptions (See Plates
1 - 96).The present publication, Volume I of the Revised and Enlarged Second Edition, deals
only with Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions including the newly discovered stone inscriptions (Nos. 90 -
96) and, selectively, other Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions on pottery, coins, seals and rings (Annexure
A to Chapter 1). Two new Sections have been added dealing with Prakrit inscriptions on pottery
and other inscribed objects and, Sinhala-Prakrit inscriptions on pottery, both from Tamilnadu
(Annexures B & C to Chapter 1). I hope that the additions will lead to a wider and deeper
perspective on early Tamil epigraphy and its interaction with other contemporary languages and
scripts in South India and Sri Lanka.This volume retains the basic format of ETE 2003 in the
numbering of the Tamil-Brāhmī stone inscriptions in the Corpus and of the inscriptional words in
the Commentary to maintain continuity and facilitate citation. Newly added Tamil-Brāhmī stone
inscriptions are placed in the Addendum to the Corpus and allotted new Reference Numbers in
continuation of those in ETE 2003.Early Vaṭṭte uttu inscriptions included in ETE 2003 have been
omitted from the present volume to provide more space for the additional material on Tamil-
Brāhmī. Further, to do full justice to Vaṭṭte uttu will need a separate volume. The proposed
volume would also include more Early Vaṭṭte uttu inscriptions, especially the two long
inscriptions from Pulankurichi and herostone inscriptions up to 6th century c.e., which could not
be accommodated in ETE 2003. However, the brief account on the origin, evolution and decline
of the Vaṭṭe uttu script included in the survey of early Tamil epigraphy has been retained in the
present volume to provide the link between Tamil-Brāhmī and Vaṭṭe uttu scripts.I am happy to
report that the delineations reproduced in the present volume have confirmed the accuracy of
the earlier tracings in ETE 2003 with but a single exception. The first two letters in an inscription
(No. 27) which were earlier traced as a ‘single broken letter mā’, have now been corrected as ū
ta in the personal name Uttira-antai. There are some other minor variations like, for example, the
addition of the medial vowel marker -ā (No. 24), the suffix -i (No. 48), and the pu  i (No. 68),



which do not, however, materially alter the readings or interpretations. There are also a few
cases (Nos. 10 & 15) of letters missing, wholly or partly, due to disintegration of the rock surface
by natural or manmade causes. Each such variation, however minor, between the earlier
tracings and the present delineations, has been recorded in the footnotes under the respective
inscriptions in the Corpus.There are also a few instances of modified interpretation of words in
the Tamil-Brāhmī texts in the Corpus. These changes have been discussed in detail in the
Commentary on the respective inscriptions. The more significant revisions are briefly noticed
below (Reference Numbers to the inscriptions in brackets):pi a(v)u (3) ‘drip ledge’.tāra i (44)
‘drip ledge’ (loanword from Indo-Aryan).iv-ku  a- (60) ‘this hill’; cf. iv-mu a-u-kai-y (90) ‘this
cave’.ku ā- (89) A place name now identified with Trikka ā (Tiru-k-ku ā) in Kerala, known in
ancient times as Ku avāyil. The identification leads to a re-examination of the probable date of
Cilappatikāram from an epigraphical perspective (pp. 190 - 193).The newly added Tamil-Brāhmī
inscriptions include four on herostones (Nos. 91 - 94), marking a major turning point in the
history of early Tamil epigraphy. K. Rajan and his colleagues in the Tamil University, Thanjavur,
discovered the inscribed herostones in 2006 in megalithic urn-burial fields in two villages in the
upper Vaigai valley. This important discovery extends the Tamil-Brāhmī period into the late
megalithic age linking the latter with the succeeding early historical period attested in the Tamil
Ca kam poetry. The inscriptions, especially the one (No. 93) mentioning a cattle raid (ā-kō ),
corroborate the vivid accounts of erecting herostones in Tolkāppiyam and the Ca kam
anthologies. It is significant that the language of the Tamil-Brāhmī herostone inscriptions has no
Prakrit element and the contents do not reveal any association with Jainism.The newly
discovered Early Tamil-Brāhmī inscription (No. 95) in a cave on the Samanarmalai hill at
Kilkuyilkudi near Madurai is also of exceptional interest. The location forms part of the extensive
complex of caves marking the earliest settlement of Jaina monks in the Pā ṭiya country.
Samanarmalai is also associated with the famous Jaina monastery (no longer extant) at
Tirukkāṭṭāmpa  i, which was considered to be the central seat of authority for the Jainas of the
Tamil country (p. 172).Yet another interesting Tamil-Brāhmī inscription (No. 96) from Edakal in
Kerala, was discovered most recently (2012) by M. R. Raghava Varier. This is a brief label
inscription affixed to an anthropomorphic figure forming part of the prehistoric rock art in the
cave. I have read the inscription as i pa ama ‘this (is) ancient’, and identified it as the earliest
known inscription in Malayalam, dated in the 4th or 5th century c.e.Among the newly discovered
Tamil-Brāhmī pottery inscriptions included in the present volume (Catalogue AI, Chapter 1), the
most significant are those from the recent excavations at Pattanam in Kerala, identified with
Muci i, the ancient seaport of the Cēra rulers and main entrepôt for trade with the West in
classical times. Kodumanal (ancient Koṭuma am) in Tamilnadu continues to be a veritable
cornucopia of Tamil-Brāhmī pottery inscriptions, yielding hundreds in each session of
excavation, but represented in this volume only by a few examples for want of space. The
extraordinarily high numbers of Tamil-Brāhmī pottery inscriptions offer the most conclusive
evidence for widespread and popular literacy in the Tamil society of the Ca kam Age.More Tamil-



Brāhmī pottery inscriptions have been found from recent excavations outside India. Pride of
place among them must be given to the inscription reading tira i mu i ‘written agreement (by)
the assembly’ found at Tissamaharama in southern Sri Lanka, which has been assigned to 200
b.c.e. (No. 20, Catalogue AI, Chapter 1). The evidence it provides for the existence of a trade
guild of Sri Lankan Tamil merchants at this site known for its prolific yield of gemstones, is
noteworthy. Perhaps it is this trade guild which issued the lead coins or tokens with Tamil-Brāhmī
legends found earlier near this site (Nos. 7 - 10, Catalogue AII, Chapter 1). Other ancient sites
abroad which have yielded Tamil-Brāhmī pottery inscriptions from recent excavations are
Queseir al-khadim and Berenike on the Red Sea Coast of Egypt, Oman in the Southern Arabian
Peninsula and Thailand in South East Asia (Catalogue AI), providing new evidence for the
extensive maritime trade by the Tamils of the Ca kam Age.Special mention must also be made
of the discovery of a gold ring at Karur with a Prakrit legend assigned to 1st century b.c.e. on
palaeographic evidence (Fig. 5.2A, p.212). The most remarkable feature of the legend on the
ring is the occurrence of the special -ā medial vowel marker, the diagnostic feature of the
Bhattiprolu script, for the first time outside the Stupa site in Andhra Pradesh. The unexpected
find coming more than a century after the discovery of the casket inscriptions at Bhattiprolu
offers good evidence for the connection between the earlier TB-I orthographic convention of
Early Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions and the later orthographic convention of the Bhattiprolu script
(see discussion pp. 266 - 269).Even as the manuscript of the present volume was getting ready
for the press, more discoveries of Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions have been reported including yet
another caveside inscription from Tirupparankunram, another herostone inscription at
Porpanaikkottai near Pudukkottai and further quantities of Tamil-Brāhmī pottery inscriptions from
the inexhaustible trenches at Kodumanal. It has not been possible to include these recent
discoveries in the present volume. I hope Early Tamil Epigraphy will develop into an open-ended,
multi-volume series, arranged thematically and updated periodically, to keep abreast of the ever-
increasing number of discoveries in this field.Credits for IllustrationsArchaeological Survey of
India, New Delhi: Ch.1, Cat. A I: 8; Ch.5: 5.1 & 5.4.Dr. Berenice Bellina, France: Ch.1, Cat. A I:
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    Notes on transliteration1. These are the two basic schemes of transliteration for the
Dravidian and Indo-Aryan languages. See also Palaeographic Charts 1 (Brāhmī) and 2 (Tamil-
Brāhmī). ē and ō are also employed in transliterating Indo-Aryan to be consistent with
Dravidian.2. The Brāhmī letters dh and s which occur marginally in Early Tamil-Brāhmī
inscriptions are represented by  (bold) and  respectively in transcription of the texts in the
Tamil script3. The rare Asokan Brāhmī  is referred to in the discussion on the origin of  (see
also Palaeographic Chart 3).4. Diacritical marks are not added to modern place names and
Indian words commonly used in English.5. Capital letters are not used in transliterated words
printed in italics except for bibliographical references.Note on
nomenclature of scriptsSee Section 5.1 for the nomenclature of Brāhmī and related scripts as
adopted in this work.TABLE OF CONVENTIONAL SYMBOLS[ ] Letters read doubtfully.[*] 
Letters not in the original; restored or supplied by the author.[|*] A full stop not in the original;



added by the author.| Line divider occurring in the original.$ Represents a symbol in the original
(see Fig. 5.11 for illustrations)....  Three dots indicate a lost passage with one or more letters.( )
(i) A letter not in the original added when the inscriptional words from the Corpus are cited
elsewhere. (ii) Words added by way of elucidation (in translation).(?)  Meaning or interpretation
of the preceding word is uncertain.= Used to separate external sandhi (e.g. ariti + i > ariti= ).-
The hyphen is used (i) before a full vowel in medial position (e.g., kuv-a ); (ii) to separate the
paragogic suffixes i, iy, y, -yi and y-i from the stems (e.g., siri-y-i); (iii) to separate a doubled
consonant or a glide before external sandhi (e.g., cel-l=irumpo ai, kō-v=ātā ); (iv) to separate
segments of some compounds (e.g., po -vā ika ); (v) to indicate an incomplete word at the
end of a line.The hyphen is not used in transcription of the texts in the Tamil script.* Indicates a
reconstructed linguistic form or one which is not attested.<  Derived from>  Becomes, changes
into.Notes on Reference Numbers1. Reference Numbers for inscriptions (in bold) follow the
order of inscriptions in the Corpus.Tamil-Brāhmī stone inscriptions are numbered 1 - 96. For
further details, see Introduction to the Corpus.2. Reference Numbers for inscriptional words
follow the order of headwords in the Commentary. Each word is allotted a Reference Number
comprising the inscription number and the word number separated by a dot. Minimal lexical
segments of inscriptional words are indicated by alphabetical suffixes a, b, c, etc., for further
analysis (e.g.) po -vā ika (69.2) has two segments, po (69.2.a) and vā ika (69.2.b). For
further details, see Introduction to the Commentary.PART ONE: EARLY TAMIL INSCRIPTIONS1.
Discovery2. Decipherment3. Language4. Polity1 DISCOVERYDiscoveries of note are not of
daily occurrence. Nor is the importance of such cognizable at first sight. In the field of research,
where one has almost literally to grope in darkness feeling every step he takes, one cannot hit at
the true worth of the finds before bestowing sufficient time, labour and thought, which they
necessarily demand, not only of one, but of many heads.[1]1.1 IntroductionUntil the
commencement of the 20th century the earliest known inscriptions in Tamil were those of the
Pallavas in the Tamil script from the 7th century and those of the Pā ṭiyas in the Vaṭṭe uttu script
from the 8th century C.E.[2] The existence of two scripts for the language was a puzzle, though
their ultimate descent from the Brāhmī script could be inferred by comparative studies.[3] Even
more puzzling was the complete absence of earlier written records in Tamil, even though the
earliest literary works pictured a great civilisation going back at least two thousand years.[4]
These puzzles were solved only when the cave inscriptions in Tamil in a script closely
resembling that of the Asokan edicts were discovered in the southern districts of Tamilnadu
around the turn of the 20th century.Subrahmanya Aiyer’ s classic paper of 1924, which laid the
foundation for what we now call Tamil-Brāhmī epigraphy, begins with a survey of the cave
inscriptions discovered up to that time.[5] His listing, though in chronological order, begins not
with the earliest discoveries at Mangulam (1882) or Edakal (1894) or even Kilavalavu (1903) by
one of his colleagues, but with Marukaltalai (1906), the fourth of the caves to be discovered with
similar inscriptions, apparently because this was the first site where the script was recognised as
Brāhmī closely resembling the Asokan alphabet. With the benefit of hindsight, we can now make



a chronological survey of the discoveries of the cave inscriptions from the beginning. The
uneven course of discoveries, sometimes coming up fast with heightened excitement and at
other times slowing down with waning interest, may be studied in five stages.(1) Earliest
discoveries (1882 – 1903).(2) A flood of discoveries (1906 – 1918).(3) Waning interest and
random discoveries (1926 – 1960).(4) Revival of interest: fresh copying of inscriptions (1961 –
1980).(5) Recent discoveries (1981 – 2012).The Corpus of inscriptions, which forms the core of
the present study, includes 96 Tamil-Brāhmī stone inscriptions in this Edition. I have discussed
the more important discoveries in each period in somewhat greater detail, bringing up the story
to the present, anticipating the process of decipherment dealt with in the next chapter.1.2
Earliest discoveries (1882 – 1903)1.2.1 Mangulam: Pā ṭiya inscriptions of the Ca kam AgeThe
cave inscriptions at Mangulam near Madurai were first noticed in 1882 by Robert Sewell who
recorded the following observation about the site:Mauncolum [Mangulam]: 12 miles north-east
of Madura [Madurai] and 6 miles west of Melur.A mile east of the village is a small hill called
Karugumalai [Kalugumalai] in which is a cave with inscriptions. There is also a rock which the
natives call Pañchapā ḍavar paḍukkai or the beds of the Five Pā ḍavas.[6] The stone beds on
the Kalugumalai hill at Mangulam were also noticed by Francis [7] in 1906. The cave
inscriptions at this site were rediscovered by Subrahmanya Aiyer [8] in the same year.
(i) Confusion over the name of the siteWhile Sewell and Francis had recorded that the
Kalugumalai hill is in the Mangulam village, the next report in ARE 1906 – 07 stated that the hill
belonged “partly to Arittapatti and partly to Mangulam”. However, according to Krishna Sastri,
the cave inscriptions are “nearly 3 to 4 miles away from the [Arittapatti] village and belong
properly to a smaller village named Mangulam”.[9] In spite of such clear documentation, the site
was inexplicably called ’ Arittapatti’ in ARE 1906 – 07 and the subsequent Annual Reports and
this name was adopted by Krishna Sastri [10] himself and by Subrahmanya Aiyer [11] and
others [12] following their lead. It was only in 1966 that the original name Mangulam was
restored to the site.[13] By this time however, the eastern hamlet of Mangulam called
Meenakshipuram had become a separate revenue village and the name of the site was again
changed adding to the confusion.[14] Considering the long association of Mangulam with the
now famous cave inscriptions at this site, the name has been retained in this study.[15]
Incidentally, another cave with two Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions was discovered later at Arittapatti
itself.[16](ii) Mix-up of estampagesThere are four caves on the Kalugumalai hill (Fig. 1.1), three
of them at a higher level spread from south to north, and the fourth one at a lower level. The
inscriptions in the upper caves are engraved on the brow of the boulders, and the one in the
lower cave on its rear wall. The upper southern cave called the ’ kitchen’ has the longest
inscription (ARE 465 / 06) of the site. The upper middle cave called the pa  i-k-kūṭam ’
school’ has two short inscriptions (461 & 462). The upper northern cave has a long inscription
engraved in two segments (463 – 464) with only a small gap in between. The lower cave has
another long inscription (460).[17]Krishna Sastri mixed up the estampages from two different
caves in his readings, interposing the two short inscriptions (461 & 462) in between the two



segments of the longer inscription (463 – 464).[18] Subrahmanya Aiyer also followed this
scrambled order in his readings.[19] Not surprisingly, neither reading makes much sense. Other
epigraphists, relying on the earlier readings without visiting the caves themselves, have made
the same mistake.[20] It was only in 1966 that the correct order of reading was restored on the
basis of my study of the inscriptions in situ.[21](iii) The ’ forgotten’ inscription of MangulamThe
longest inscription at Mangulam,[22] which also happens to be the earliest and historically one
of the most significant of the Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions, was totally forgotten after its rediscovery
in 1906 and was not heard of again for the next sixty years and its estampage has never been
published.[23]I visited the Mangulam caves for the first time in November 1965. The bright winter
sun had lit up the facade of the upper southern cave (Fig. 1.2) and the long one-line inscription
on the brow of the boulder caught my eye. It was weather-worn and looked more like bruising on
the rock than engraving, but was otherwise undamaged. The bold and legible letters were
clearly visible to the naked eye. As I spelled out ne-ṭu-ñ-ca- i-ya- (neṭuñce iya ) and va- u-t-ti-
y (va uti), I realised with astonishment that I was indeed looking at an inscription of a Pā ṭiya
king of the Ca kam Age not reported earlier. However, I found out later that I had only
rediscovered the long-forgotten inscription at Mangulam, which had till then existed only as a
catalogue number (ARE 465 / 1906).Fig. 1.1. Mangulam : general view of the Kalugumalai hill,
east face.Fig. 1.2. Mangulam : cave with the ’ forgotten’ inscription of Neṭuñce iya .During the
same visit, I discovered that the name neṭiñca iya (neṭuñce iya ) also occurs in the long
inscription [24] in the lower cave at the site. It is strange but true that the incorrect reading of a
single letter ( i) as ṭṭhi by Krishna Sastri [25] and as  i by Subrahmanya Aiyer [26] resulted in
their failure to recognise the famous name and the historical significance of the record.[27] Both
inscriptions, illustrated with tracings directly made from the stone, were published by me in 1966.
[28]The two cave inscriptions of Neṭuñce iya at Mangulam are the oldest historical records in
Tamil discovered so far.[29] Their archaic linguistic and palaeographic features indicate a date
around the 2nd century b.c.e. The inscriptions record the gift of a monastery to Nanta-siri Kuva ,
a senior Jaina monk. These are the earliest known Jaina inscriptions of South India and among
the oldest of the kind in the country. Recent explorations by the Tamilnadu State Department of
Archaeology have revealed the remains of brick structures outside the lower cave, and a large
number of stone beds inside the cave.[30] Short, painted inscriptions from a later period have
been found more recently on the ceiling of a cave at Mangulam.[31]1.2.2 Edakal: Cēra
inscriptions of the Ca kam AgeEdakal hill, about 6 km. south-west of Sultan’ s Battery (Sultan
Batheri) in Wynad District, Kerala, is near the junction of the present states of Karnataka, Kerala
and Tamilnadu. The hill is about 1500 ft. above the local ground level and 4000 ft. above the
mean sea level. On the western slope of the hill near the summit is a large cave whose walls are
covered with prehistoric carvings, among which a few inscriptions of later times are found (Fig.
1.3).The cave was discovered in 1894 by Fawcett, the Superintendent of Police, Malabar
District. He visited the cave several times more in the next two years and made careful drawings
and took photographs of the rock carvings and inscriptions. He transmitted the photographs to



Hultzsch, the Government Epigraphist, for his comments on the inscriptions. Hultzsch made
immediate arrangements for taking estampages of the inscriptions and published a brief note
(without illustrations) on the discovery.[32] He also forwarded the estampages with his detailed
comments on the inscriptions to Fawcett who incorporated them along with his own drawings
and photographs in the paper published by him in 1901. [33] Hultzsch identified four
inscriptions at Edakal as in “cave characters” (the older name for the Southern Brāhmī script).
[34] He read two of them, one each in Sanskrit [35] and Tamil,[36] and assigned them to about
the end of the 5th century c.e. He declared that the other two inscriptions [37] were
“unintelligible” to him, but “decidedly archaic”.(i) Inscriptions neglected and lostOne would have
expected that the announcement by Hultzsch of the discovery of inscriptions in ’ cave
characters’ not known till then to occur in the Tamil country (including the Kerala region) would
have aroused the curiosity of other investigators to examine the unread inscriptions. What
happened thereafter is an incredible story of long neglect and the eventual loss of the two
earliest inscriptions at Edakal.[38] During the next century, that is, between 1897 when Hultzsch
had the estampages taken and 1995 – 96 when our team visited Edakal, there is no record of
any attempt to read the inscriptions. In course of time, the inscriptions fell into total oblivion as
there is virtually no mention of them in any later epigraphical publications.[39]The rediscovery of
the Edakal cave inscriptions came about accidentally. I was attending a seminar on epigraphy
held in March 1995 in the University of Kerala at Thiruvananthapuram. There I saw exhibited
enlarged photographs of Hultzsch’ s 1897 estampages of the Edakal inscriptions (taken from the
1985 reprint of Indian Antiquary, Vol. XXX). None of the epigraphists from Karnataka, Kerala and
Tamilnadu who were participating in the seminar had heard of these inscriptions. The
photographs clearly showed that two of the inscriptions were in the Tamil-Brāhmī script of ca. 3rd
century c.e. Both commence with the Tamil word kō ‘king, chieftain’ and one of them ends with
the alveolar  available only in Tamil-Brāhmī.[40]The unexpected discovery of the occurrence of
Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions in Kerala led to organising an expedition to the Edakal cave in October
1995 and again in February 1996.[41] During our first visit to the cave, we copied the Sanskrit
inscription and the two Early Vaṭṭe uttu inscriptions, all deeply engraved on the south rock wall
of the cave and still in an excellent state of preservation. But in spite of intensive search we could
not locate the pair of Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions reported to be engraved on the north rock wall of
the cave. We had to discontinue the search as it was getting late and we had to reach the plains
before darkness fell. A second visit was organised by the team in February 1996 and this time,
we were equipped with exact measurements based on Fawcett’ s photographs of 1894 – 96.
We were able to locate the spot [42] where the inscriptions ought to have been, but found, to
our dismay, that they had been totally obliterated by the mindless vandalism of tourists who had
incised their names over them on the soft rock.[43] At present, the only source for these two
inscriptions is the excellent reproduction of Hultzsch’ s 1897 estampage in Fawcett 1901.[44]
(ii) New discoveries at EdakalThe proverbial silver lining in the dark cloud appeared in the form
of the discovery, as a result of our intensive search in February 1996, of two more Tamil-Brāhmī



inscriptions [45] on the north rock wall of the cave, which had earlier escaped the attention of
Fawcett. All the four short Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions appear to be contemporary and may be
assigned to ca. 3rd century c.e. on palaeographic grounds. The occurrence of the expression
kaṭummiputa cēra in one of the newly discovered inscriptions [46] proves that these are records
of the times of the Cēra dynasty of the Ca kam Age.Yet another Tamil-Brāhmī inscription has
been discovered by M.R. Raghava Varier quite recently in the Edakal cave.[47] The inscription
may be dated to late 4th or early 5th centuty c.e. on palaeographic grounds. The inscription was
engraved apparently by a casual visitor to the cave near a tall anthropomorphic figure of the pre-
historic period (see Pl. 96). The brief inscription reads, i pa ama ’ this (is) ancient’. The
reference is to the pre-historic figure.[48] This is by far the earliest Malayalam inscription
discovered and the only one in the Brāhmī script.[49] The Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions from the
Edakal cave have now been read and are included in 79 – 82 & 96 in the present Corpus.
[50]1.2.3 Kilavalavu: the earliest reference to Tondi on the east coastIn 1903, Venkoba Rao
discovered an inscription in “archaic characters” in a cave on the rocky outcrop at Kilavalavu, a
small village about 38 km. north-east of Madurai (Fig. 1.4).[51] Even though the inscription is
engraved in bold and legible characters and is reasonably well-preserved, it could not be read
and its significance was not recognised until much later after many similar inscriptions had come
to light. Neither Venkayya [52] nor Krishna Sastri [53] refers to it in the Annual Reports on the
discovery of the cave inscriptions up to 1909. It was only in 1910, seven years after the
discovery, that the Kilavalavu cave and its inscription find a mention in Krishna Sastri’ s report.
[54] Even thereafter, the estampage of the inscription was not included in the large number of
photographs of the cave inscriptions published in the Annual Reports during 1911 – 18.[55]
The correct reading of this inscription has eluded the investigators until recently probably
because of the unusual manner in which it is engraved.[56] The present Corpus includes the
most recent direct reading from the stone and the interpretation based on it.[57] The inscription
is notable for the earliest reference to the port of Tondi on the east coast.[58]1.3 A flood of
discoveries (1906 – 1918)The cave inscriptions at Mettuppatti, a village 40 km. north-west of
Madurai, were first reported by Francis in 1906.[59] In the same year, L.A. Cammiade, a Deputy
Collector, discovered a cave inscription at Marukaltalai [60] near Tirunelveli and Subrahmanya
Aiyer discovered another at Anaimalai [61] near Madurai. The cave inscriptions at Mangulam
[62] and Mettuppatti [63] were rediscovered by Subrahmanya Aiyer in 1906 and Venkayya in
1908 respectively. Unlike at Edakal and Kilavalavu, the newly discovered cave inscriptions were
immediately recognised as written in the Brāhmī script.[64] The unexpected occurrence of
Brāhmī inscriptions in the Tamil country aroused great interest and, as a result of vigorous
search, no less than 39 inscriptions from 12 caves were found in quick succession from the
southern Districts of Madurai, Ramanathapuram and Tirunelveli.[65] The list of inscriptions
copied each year was published in the ARE [66] along with description of the caves and other
interesting features associated with them.[67] During this period, photographs of estampages of
most of the cave inscriptions discovered up to 1918 were also published in the ARE from time to



time.[68] Fig. 1.3. Edictal: cave with prehistoric rock carvings. Photograph taken in 1894–96.Fig.
1.4. Kilavalavu : cave with Tamil-Brāhmī inscription.Fig. 1.5. Alagarmalai : general view of the
hill.Fig. 1.6. Alagarmalai: cave with Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions.Among the inscriptions discovered
during this extraordinarily productive period,[69] the most significant ones are, besides the two
Pā ṭiya inscriptions from Mangulam mentioned earlier, those from Alagarmalai which record the
gifts of merchants from Madurai and another from Sittannavasal providing interesting evidence
for early contacts with the Jainas of Karnataka.1.3.1 Alagarmalai: endowment by merchants
from MaduraiThe cave at Alagarmalai, about 20 km. north-east of Madurai, is located at a
considerable height on the hill range and can be reached only after a stiff climb (Fig. 1.5).[70]
The cave is spacious and has a number of stone beds carved on the rocky floor and a deep pool
in one corner. The ceiling of the cave is quite high and it is very difficult to read or copy the
inscriptions engraved at an inaccessible height on the brow of the cave. The inscriptions were
copied only in 1910, two years after they were discovered, when a high wooden scaffolding was
erected with the help of the village headman.[71] After a long interval, the Alagarmalai
inscriptions were copied again by the ASI in 1963 – 64 when two more inscriptions were
noticed on the brow of the cave.[72]The importance of the Alagarmalai inscriptions was not
recognised for a long time after the discovery as the estampages of the weather-worn
inscriptions are mostly illegible,[73] and their photographs published in the ARE [74] are too
small in size to show much detail. The attempts by Krishna Sastri [75] and Subrahmanya Aiyer
[76] to edit the inscriptions from estampages were not successful.Fig. 1.7. Sittannavasal:
general view of the cave.Fig. 1.8. Sittannavasal: stone bed with inscribed edges.The Alagarmalai
inscriptions were copied again by two successive teams led by me, once in 1965 and again in
1992, from specially built steel scaffolding, each time securing better copies than what were
available before. The earlier readings were published in 1966 [77] and the further improved
readings are included in this volume.[78]The Alagarmalai cave (Fig. 1.6) has 13 Tamil-Brāhmī
inscriptions, the largest number from a single site. One of the inscriptions is engraved on a stone
bed on the floor and the others on the brow of the cave. The inscriptions may be assigned to ca.
1st century b.c.e. on palaeographic evidence. They record the endowments made by a group of
merchants and other donors, all from Madurai. The merchants are identified as traders in salt,
sugar, ploughshare and textiles. One of the donors is a goldsmith. Among the others are an
accountant (described as the ’ chief of scribes’ ), a Jaina nun and probably a Pā ṭiya prince.
The Alagarmalai inscriptions provide important evidence for the support extended to the Jaina
monasteries by the merchant communities in this period.1.3.2 Sittannavasal: abode of a Jaina
nun from KarnatakaOne of the better-known early cave inscriptions in Tamilnadu is at
Sittannavasal in Pudukkottai District. A large natural cave locally known as Ē aṭippaṭṭam (Fig.
1.7) is situated near the summit along the eastern face of the hill.[79] Inside the cave is a large
and smoothly polished stone bed. A Tamil-Brāhmī inscription is deeply engraved along two
adjacent edges of the bed (Fig. 1.8). As the stone bed is inside the cave and the characters of
the inscription have been carefully smoothened, this is the best preserved of the Tamil-Brāhmī



inscriptions discovered so far.[80]There are 16 more stone beds in this cave, some of them
bearing later inscriptions in Tamil characters of ca. 8th century c.e. These beds are not so well-
made and some of them are damaged. A study in situ has shown that the centrally located and
exceptionally well-made stone bed with the Tamil-Brāhmī inscription was fashioned much earlier
and remained the only one in the cave for centuries until the other stone beds with inscriptions in
the Tamil script were added in the early medieval period.The well-preserved and easily
accessible Tamil-Brāhmī cave inscription at Sittannavasal has received attention from many
scholars. Krishna Sastri made two attempts to read the inscription;[81] but neither was
successful as he could not suggest any plausible interpretation of his own readings.
Subrahmanya Aiyer’ s reading produced the first broadly correct interpretation of the inscription,
even though he misread some of the letters occurring in proper names.[82]As some of the
expressions like erumināṭu in the inscription appeared to indicate contacts with Karnataka, I felt
that it should be re-examined by an interdisciplinary team with expertise in Tamil and Kannada
epigraphy. At my invitation, M.D. Sampath, then Chief Epigraphist, ASI, joined our team which
visited Sittannavasal in December 1991.[83] After a very careful study of the inscription and
review of earlier readings, the expert team arrived at the following translation:(To) Kavuṭi born at
Kumu ūr in Erumināṭu.The seat was made by the I ayar of Te ku Ci upocil.[84]The most
remarkable fact emerging from the re-examination of this inscription is that the stone bed was
specially made and gifted to a Jaina nun called Kavuṭi (Ka. gavuḍi). She is described as born at
Kumu ūr in Erumināṭu (erumaināṭu, the Mysore region of Karnataka). The inscription is the
earliest epigraphic evidence for contacts between the Jaina communities in Karnataka and
Tamilnadu.[85]1.4 Waning interest and random discoveries (1926 – 1960)After 1918, interest in
the cave inscriptions waned.[86] During the next four decades, only five sites with seventeen
inscriptions were discovered at long intervals, all of them accidentally. Only two of the newly
discovered sites (Vikkiramangalam and the upper cave at Tirupparankunram) are from the
southern region to which the earlier search was confined. The other three sites are Pugalur near
Karur in the western region, Tiruchirapalli in the eastern region and Mamandur near
Kanchipuram in the northern region. The new discoveries made by officers working under the
Government Epigraphist, were routinely announced in the ARE,[87] and only one estampage (of
the inscription from Tirupparankunram)[88] was published. Among the few new discoveries
made during this period, the Pugalur cave inscriptions of the Cēras of the Ca kam Age stand
out.1.4.1 Pugalur: Cēra inscriptions of the Ca kam AgeAn outstanding discovery [89] of great
historical importance was made at Pugalur in 1928; but the cave inscription was not correctly
deciphered at the time, and its significance as a Cēra record of the Ca kam Age remained
unrecognised for almost four decades thereafter.Pugalur (ancient Puka iyūr) is situated on the
south bank of the river Cauvery about 15 km. north-west of Karur, the ancient Cēra capital (and
presently the headquarters of the District with the same name). Overlooking the river is a hill
called Ā unāṭṭārmalai (known in ancient times as Puka imalai) with a Subrahmanya temple at
the summit. On the southern slope of the hill, there are two caves with Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions



on the brow and on the stone beds (Figs. 1.9 & 1.10).[90] There is also a cave on the northern
side of the hill with another inscription on a stone bed.[91](i) The ’ forgotten’ inscription at
PugalurThe Annual Report for the year described the Pugalur cave inscriptions as “mostly
damaged” and commented on the longest inscription found at the site as follows:In the first
cavern there is a comparatively long record of four lines (No. 348) which ends with the word
a attār meaning those who follow a am (dharma). As the rock is very much weather-beaten, it is
difficult to make out this record completely. One of the monks of the Buddhist order mentioned in
it whose name can be read clearly is a certain Kōsipa Āta . This wordreminds us of Āta , the
name borne by a few Chēra Kings.[92]The reading is garbled and the only word correctly made
out is Āta which was, however, incorrectly identified as the name of a Buddhist monk.[93]Two
more cave inscriptions were discovered much later in 1963 – 64 at Pugalur.[94] These were
also described as “very much damaged due to their exposure to the weather”.[95] One of these
inscriptions also has four lines and is engraved on the brow of the same cave just above the one
discovered earlier. This has been described as follows :No. 297, in the second cave before the
turning in the overhanging rock, records that the rock (kal) was cut (a upita) by Kaḍu gō -
E a gō Kō a , son of Kō Kaḍu gō . Probably the reference is to the cutting of the
overhanging rock below which this record is found.[96]Even though two Tamil words are
correctly identified, the reading of the personal names is garbled and the purport of the record
was as completely missed as in the case of the lower inscription found earlier.(ii) Rediscovery of
the Cēra inscriptions at PugalurI visited Pugalur for the first time in February 1965. I reached the
western cave on the southern side of the hill late in the afternoon. The brow of the cave was
bathed in the orange glow of the setting sun, the oblique lighting picking out clearly the boldly
engraved characters of the lower inscription.[97]Fig.1.9. Pugalur: cave with Cēra inscriptions.Fig.
1.10. Pugalur: inscriptions on stone beds on the floor of the cave.I had come prepared to see a
damaged or fragmentary inscription. What I saw was a weather-worn inscription which was
otherwise not damaged at all and could be read without much effort. As I read the words kō, āta
and irumpo ai, I realised with astonishment that the inscription was indeed a record of a Cēra
king of the Irumpo ai line which ruled from Karur in the Ca kam Age. The name of the city is
mentioned as karu-ūr in one of the stone-bed inscriptions in front of the cave.[98]The upper
inscription [99] on the brow of this cave is much fainter and more difficult to make out. However,
with some effort, it could also be read almost completely except for three letters lost in the
second line due to flaking of the stone. It turned out that the upper inscription is a near-identical
repetition of the lower one and the few letters lost in the former could be restored from the
identical passage in the latter.The preliminary report on the decipherment of the Cēra
(Irumpo ai) inscriptions at Pugalur published by me in a newspaper article [100] in March 1965
aroused much scholarly interest,[101] since no inscriptions of the Ca kam Age were known to
exist till then.[102]The inscriptions record the construction of a rock shelter for Ce kāyapa , a
senior Jaina monk, on the occasion of the investiture of I a kaṭu kō as the heir apparent. The
prince is described as the son of Peru kaṭu kō who is the son of King Āta Cel Irumpo ai. On



palaeographic evidence, the inscriptions may be assigned to the 2nd century c.e.1.4.2 The ’
lost’ Tamil-Brāhmī inscription of TiruchirapalliThe inscription on the hill at Tiruchirapalli is no
longer extant.[103] It was discovered by the ASI in the narrow passage on the northern face of
the hill leading to the cave shelter on the western side (Fig. 1.11). The passage is a mere cleft
and “a portion of the approach has to be negotiated on all fours underneath a projecting boulder,
a false step meaning a fatal drop down the precipitous side” (ARE 1937 – 38, Part I, Paragraph
2). During our search in December 1991, one of the members of our team nearly lost his
foothold and was saved in time, but he dropped the brush (used in preparing estampages)
which rolled down the precipice. In spite of our intensive search, the inscription could not be
located and is presumed lost. It has been edited in this volume from the estampage taken when
the inscription was discovered (Pl. 78).Fig.1.11. Tiruchirapalli Rockfort: Late Tamil-Brāhmī
inscription, now lost.Fig. 1.12.L: Arachalur cave. R: The oldest musical inscription in
India.1.5 Revival of interest: fresh copying of inscriptions (1961 – 1980)There was a revival of
interest in the cave inscriptions in the sixties of the last century when the Government
Epigraphist undertook fresh copying of the inscriptions discovered earlier. Unknowingly, I had a
small part to play in this development. At my request, K. A. Nilakanta Sastri, the renowned
historian, obtained a set of estampages of the inscriptions from the Government Epigraphist in
1961. I struggled with them for a few months but made no progress at all. Nilakanta Sastri
advised the Government Epigraphist to copy the cave inscriptions again, which was undertaken
during 1963 – 64.[104] The exercise resulted in the discovery of eight additional cave
inscriptions from five sites already known.[105] Further, six new sites with a total of nine cave
inscriptions,[106] and two more inscriptions, one each from the earlier sites [107] of
Kunnakkudi and Vikkiramangalam, were also discovered during this periodby scholars outside
the ASI.[108] Four of the inscriptions were illustrated with estampages in the ARE of the
respective years.[109] While only very few inscriptions were discovered during this period
(1961 – 1980), much progress was made in reading and interpreting the inscriptions, especially
by H. Krishna Sastri and K.V. Subrahmanya Aiyer.[110]1.5.1 Arachalur: musical notationsThe
other outstanding discovery of the period comes from Arachalur (Fig. 1.12). The musical
notations in the Arachalur cave inscriptions,[111] assigned to ca. 4th century c.e. on
palaeographic grounds, are the earliest epigraphic evidence for the cultivation of music and
dance in the Tamil country, or anywhere in India.[112] The inscriptions are also important from
the palaeographic point of view as they mark the end of the Tamil-Brāhmī period and anticipate
the emergence of the Early Vaṭṭe uttu script from Tamil-Brāhmī during 5th – 6th centuries
c.e.Fig.1.13. Jambai: general view of the hill, east face.1.5 Revival of interest: fresh copying of
inscriptions (1961 – 1980)There was a revival of interest in the cave inscriptions in the sixties of
the last century when the Government Epigraphist undertook fresh copying of the inscriptions
discovered earlier. Unknowingly, I had a small part to play in this development. At my request, K.
A. Nilakanta Sastri, the renowned historian, obtained a set of estampages of the inscriptions
from the Government Epigraphist in 1961. I struggled with them for a few months but made no



progress at all. Nilakanta Sastri advised the Government Epigraphist to copy the cave
inscriptions again, which was undertaken during 1963 – 64.[113] The exercise resulted in the
discovery of eight additional cave inscriptions from five sites already known.[114] Further, six
new sites with a total of nine cave inscriptions,[115] and two more inscriptions, one each from
the earlier sites [116] of Kunnakkudi and Vikkiramangalam, were also discovered during this
period by scholars outside the ASI.[117] Four of the inscriptions were illustrated with
estampages in the ARE of the respective years.[118] While only very few inscriptions were
discovered during this period (1961 – 1980), much progress was made in reading and
interpreting the inscriptions, especially by H. Krishna Sastri and K.V. Subrahmanya Aiyer.
[119]1.5.1 Arachalur: musical notationsThe other outstanding discovery of the period comes
from Arachalur (Fig. 1.12). The musical notations in the Arachalur cave inscriptions,[120]
assigned to ca. 4th century c.e. on palaeographic grounds, are the earliest epigraphic evidence
for the cultivation of music and dance in the Tamil country, or anywhere in India.[121] The
inscriptions are also important from the palaeographic point of view as they mark the end of the
Tamil-Brāhmī period and anticipate the emergence of the Early Vaṭṭe uttu script from Tamil-
Brāhmī during 5th – 6th centuries c.e.1.6 Recent discoveries (1981 – 2012)During the last
three decades, fourteen more cave inscriptions have been discovered, out of which nine are
from seven new sites [122] and five from three known sites.[123] Many of the recent discoveries
have been made by the younger epigraphists of the TNSA, who are familiar with the terrain and
have acquired remarkable proficiency in reading the Tamil-Brāhmī script. Only one of the
inscriptions has been illustrated with estampage in the ARE.[124] However, estampages of all
other newly discovered inscriptions have been promptly published by the scholars who made
the discoveries or who have read the inscriptions – a welcome new development in the field.
[125]1.6.1 Jambai: inscription of Atiya Neṭumā AñciThe most outstanding discovery in this
period comes from Jambai,[126] a small village on the north bank of the South Pennar river near
the town of Tirukkoyilur in Viluppuram District. There are two caves on the hill (Fig. 1.13) to the
east of the village, one of them (Fig. 1.14) with a Tamil-Brāhmī inscription, which is exceptionally
well preserved as it is engraved on the rear rock wall deep inside the cave. Selvaraj, a young
trainee student in the TNSA, stumbled on the inscription in October 1981 during a routine field
survey. He informed Nagaswamy, Director of Archaeology, who deciphered the inscription and
announced the discovery through a couple of newspaper articles.[127]The Jambai inscription
records the grant of the cave shelter by atiyan neṭumān añci who has the title satiyaputō. The
record can be dated to ca. 1st century c.e. on palaeographic grounds. The donor of the grant
has been identified by Nagaswamy as Atiyamā Neṭumā Añci, the famous chieftain of Takaṭūr
(modern Dharmapuri), celebrated in the Ca kam classic, Pu anā ū u. The title satiyaputō
occurs in Asoka’ s Second Rock Edict along with names identified as Cēras, Cō as and
Pā ṭiyas. It has been suspected earlier on linguistic grounds that satiyaputō is connected
etymologically to atiyamā . The Jambai inscription which provides conclusive evidence in
support of this identification has been aptly described by Nagaswamy as a ’ new link’ between



Asoka and the Tamil country.Jambai ranks with the Mangulam, Pugalur and Edakal cave
inscriptions as a historical record of exceptional importance. One would have thought, therefore,
that the discovery would have been hailed.Fig.1.14. Jambai: cave with the inscription of Atiya
Neṭumā Añci.Fig.1.15. Mannarkoil: Rājākkal Pā ai cave with inscription on the ceiling.Fig.1.16.
Pulimankombai: Herostone with Tamil-Brāhmī inscription.That was not what happened. The ’
authenticity’ of the inscription was called into question by some scholars on two grounds,
namely, that a Prakrit expression like satiyaputō cannot occur in a Tamil inscription and that the
dental n was employed in the inscription in the place of the correct alveolar  .[128] Neither
objection can stand scrutiny. Numerous Prakrit loanwords occur in Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions; it is
indeed this feature which sets apart the Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions from the later Tamil
inscriptions. For example, compare satiyaputō at Jambai with kaṭummiputa at Edakal,[129]
utaya asa ’ of Utaya a ’ at Mettuppatti [130] and sapamitā (name of a Jaina nun) at
Alagarmalai.[131] As regards the second objection, Tamil epigraphists know only too well that
the use of dental n for alveolar  is the commonest scribal error in Tamil inscriptions, and the
Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions are no exception to this general trend.[132] Neither the palaeography,
nor the general appearance of the inscription, nor the circumstances of the discovery give rise to
the slightest suspicion about the authenticity of the record confirmed by numerous scholars who
have visited the cave since the discovery.I became concerned about the controversy and
decided to conduct an investigation in situ. With the co-operation of the District Collector and the
Revenue authorities, I convened a meeting at Jambai on 14th December 1991, which was
attended by Revenue officials and the village elders. Appavu, the village talayāri who along with
two cowherds of the village had guided Selvaraj to the cave, testified at the meeting that they
had known about the inscription since their boyhood as they used to rest in the cave when
grazing their cattle nearby. And then the clinching evidence turned up. Kodumudi Shanmugam, a
senior engineer of the Public Works Department and noted Tamil scholar, who attended the
meeting, arranged to have the topsoil removed from the floor of both the caves. Two stone beds
of the usual description associated with Tamil-Brāhmī cave inscriptions elsewhere, were
discovered in the cave just opposite to the one with the inscription. The discovery put an end to
the needless controversy.[133] Jambai is also known to have been a flourishing Jaina centre in
later historical times.[134]1.6.2 Mannarkoil: references to a kaṭikai (ghaṭikā) and ku ā (ancient
Ku avāyil)A pair of Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions,[135] one on the ceiling inside a cave (Fig. 1.15)
and the other on a stone bed at the summit of a bare rock outside, are located at Mannarkoil, a
village near Ambasamudram in Tirunelveli District near the foothills of the famed Potikai
mountain, the legendary abode of Akattiyar (Agastya), the Tamil sage. The inscriptions are dated
to ca. 2nd century c.e. on palaeographic grounds. One of them (88) contains the earliest
epigraphic reference to a kaṭikai (ghaṭikā) ‘ of learned persons, institution of higher learning or
place of the assembly’. The place may be identified with the modern village of Kadayam near the
site. The other inscription (89) mentions the place name ku ā, identified with Trikka ā (Tiru-k-
ku ā, ancient Ku avāyil) near Cranganore in Kerala.[136]1.6.3 Herostones with Tamil-Brāhmī



InscriptionsA major turning point in the history of early Tamil epigraphy is the recent discovery of
herostones with Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions. The exciting discovery was made in 2006 by K.
Rajan, V. P. Yatheeskumar and S. Selvakumar of the Tamil University, Thanjavur, from
Pulimankombai (Fig. 1.16) and Thathappatti (Fig. 1.17) on the southern bank of the Vaigai river,
about 15 km. from the town of Vattalakundu. Three inscribed menhirs at Pulimankombai [137]
and one more at Thathappatti [138] were found associated with megalithic urn-burial
fields.Fig.1.17. Thathappatti: Herostone with Tamil-Brāhmī inscription.It is difficult to exaggerate
the importance of the discovery which has carried back the earliest date of inscribed herostones
in the Tamil country by about seven centuries (from ca. 5th century c.e. to 2nd century b.c.e.)
and from the Early Historical Period to the Late Megalithic Age. The discovery has also
corroborated the accounts of inscribed herostones in the Tamil Ca kam poetry.[139] These are
also the earliest inscribed memorial stones found so far in India.[140] Palaeographic evidence
indicates ca. 2nd century b.c.e as the date of three herostones (two from Pulimankombai and
one from Thathappatti) and ca. 1st century b.c.e. as the date of one more herostone from
Pulimankombai.[141] The occurrence of writing at such an early date in the remote region of the
upper Vaigai Valley tends to confirm the evidence from inscribed pottery for widespread and
popular literacy in the Tamil country during the Ca kam Age.[142]Yet another herostone
inscribed in Tamil-Brāhmī has been very recently discovered at Porpanaikkottai village near
Pudukkottai.[143] The stone, which was being used for washing clothes, was identified during a
field survey by a group of research scholars from Tamil University, Thanjavur. The stone is flat
and triangular in shape, measuring about 60 cm. on each side. The stone bears an inscription in
five lines in Late Tamil-Brāhmī script of ca. 3rd century c.e., palaeographically later than Pugalur
and earlier than Arachalur cave inscriptions. This is an interesting discovery which has come too
late to be considered in detail in the present edition.Fig.1.18. Kilkuyilkudi (Samanarmalai): Cave
with Tamil-Brāhmī inscription.1.6.4 Early Tamil-Brāhmī inscription from Samanarmalai at
KilkuyilkudiThe most recent discovery [144] of an early Tamil-Brāhmī inscription from a cave
(Fig 1.18) on the Samanarmalai hill at Kilkuyilkudi, 15 km. west of Madurai, is of exceptional
interest due to its location. The inscription may be assigned to ca. 2nd century b.c.e. on
palaeographic grounds. The inscription commemorates the association of a person known as
Tātai with the pool which was probably deepened or renovated by him.[145] The newly
discovered early Tamil-Brāhmī inscription at Kilkuyilkudi provides conclusive evidence for the
Jaina occupation of Samanarmalai from at least the 2nd century b.c.e.1.7 Physical features of
caves with Tamil-Brāhmī InscriptionsUnlike the elaborately carved rock-cut shrines of the later
Pallava-Pā ṭiya periods, the caves (or caverns) with Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions are no more than
naturally occurring rock shelters, mostly shallow, formed under one or more massive
overhanging boulders that dot the hilly terrain. A drip ledge is cut into the brow of the
overhanging boulder for the entire length of the opening of the cave below to prevent rain water
from flowing inside (Fig. 1.19). On the rocky floor of the cave, a number of narrow stone beds are
carved, generally provided with raised pillow lofts on one side (Fig. 1.20).[146] A number of



post-holes are drilled into the brow of the cave (See Fig. 1.4) and the rocky floor below,
indicating the earlier presence of props for a thatched roof overhead to provide some protection
to the occupants of the cave from sun and rain. Drinking water was obtained from natural rocky
pools on the hill or from a water reservoir or a water course nearby. Caves facing east or south
with the cool breeze blowing in were the preferred locations.[147]Fig.1.19. Drip ledge: a
prominent feature of the caves (Tiruvadavur).The Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions, mostly very short,
are engraved on the brow of the overhanging boulders generally under the drip ledge or on the
stone beds in the caves. The inscriptions, which record the gift of the rock shelters and stone
beds, mention mostly the names of the donors, less commonly of the monks or nuns occupying
the cave shelters and stone beds, and rarely of the stone masons who carved the drip ledges
and stone beds.[148] An interesting feature of many of the caves is the presence of Jaina
sculptures and Vaṭṭe uttu inscriptions from a later period (ca. 8th – 10th centuries c.e.).
[149]1.8 Map showing sites with Tamil-Brāhmī Stone InscriptionsMap I shows the distribution of
sites with Tamil-Brāhmī stone inscriptions. Two periods, namely, Early Tamil-Brāhmī (ca. 2nd
century b.c.e. – 1st century c.e.) and Late Tamil-Brāhmī (ca. 2nd – 4th century c.e.) are
distinguished in the map.[150] In addition to the inscriptional sites, the map also shows the
location of places referred to in the inscriptions, which have been identified. (Modern names are
indicated in normal type and inscriptional names in italics.) See also Table 4.3 for the list of
identified place names.[151]Fig. 1.20. Stone beds: with inscriptions (Mettuppatti).1.9 Distribution
of Tamil-Brāhmī Stone InscriptionsIt is instructive to study the distribution of Tamil-Brāhmī stone
inscriptions with reference to the territorial divisions in ancient Tamil country (including present-
day Kerala). See Table 1.1. The most significant feature of the geographical distribution of the
Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions is their heavy concentration in the southern region (Pā ṭiya Nāṭu).
Even within this region, all but two of the sites are clustered around Madurai within about a day’ s
march from the city (see detail in Map IA). Another significant feature is that most of the Early
Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions are also in the southern region and again mostly around Madurai. The
evidence points to the creation of the Tamil-Brāhmī script at Madurai in the Pā ṭiya kingdom
sometime around the end of the 3rd century b.c.e. and its dissemination to other parts of the
Tamil country shortly thereafter.The western region (Cēra Nāṭu) accounts for the second highest
number of sites with Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions. Here again it is significant that most of the
inscriptions in this region (12 out of 22) come from Pugalur near Karur, the ancient Cēra capital.
Another significant feature is that all but one inscription from this region belong to the Late Tamil-
Brāhmī Period.The northern region (To ṭai Nāṭu) has relatively fewer inscriptions and all but one
of them belong to the Late Tamil-Brāhmī Period. One of the inscriptions occurs at Mamandur
near Kanchipuram, the capital city of To ṭai Nāṭu (and later, of the Pallava kingdom).The eastern
region (Cō a Nāṭu) is represented by a solitary inscription of the Late Period from a single site
(Tiruchirapalli near Uraiyur, the ancient Cō a capital). The absence of hills in the Cauvery delta
does not fully account for the near-complete absence of Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions from this
region. Pottery inscriptions in the Tamil-Brāhmī script have been discovered only from three sites



(Uraiyur [152], Vallam [153] and Marungur [154]); other inscribed objects like coins, seals,
rings, etc., with Tamil-Brāhmī legends have not so far been reported from the eastern
region.1.10 Catalogues of Tamil-Brāhmī Inscriptions in the CorpusA catalogue of Tamil-Brāhmī
inscriptions (1 – 96) included in this Edition is attached in alphabetical order of the sites (Table
1.2). For a catalogue of Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions in chronological order, see Tables 2.1 and
2.2.1.11 Discovery of Early Vaṭṭe uttu InscriptionsUnlike in the case of Tamil-Brāhmī
inscriptions, the discovery of Early Vaṭṭe uttu inscriptions did not cause much excitement. They
were immediately recognised as in an ’ archaic’ form of the Vaṭṭe uttu script. However, the
decipherment and the proper dating of inscriptions had to await the accumulation of adequate
inscriptional material for comparative study in more recent years. While a more detailed study of
Early Vaṭṭe uttu inscriptions (ca. 5th – 6th century c.e.) will be included in the proposed
second volume of this Edition, a brief history of the origin and evolution of the Vaṭṭe uttu script is
included in Section 5.19 of this volume as part of the general survey of Early Tamil Epigraphy.
[155] It is for this reason that a similar brief survey of the origin and evolution of the modern Tamil
script is also included in Section 5.20 of this volume.1.12 Distribution of Early Vaṭṭe uttu
InscriptionsThe number of Early Vaṭṭe uttu inscriptions discovered so far is significantly less
than that of the Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions of the earlier period. This situation looks unusual as
one should expect increasing number of inscriptions with the spread of literacy, better
communications and trade. Such a development did take place later in the Tamil country from
the 7th century c.e. when there was a phenomenal increase in the number of Tamil inscriptions
with each passing century.The conclusion is inescapable that the discontinuity in the lithic
records in the Tamil country was due to political upheaval and unsettled conditions and the
consequent decline in trade caused during the Kalabhra interregnum when a non-Tamil tribe
(most probably from Karnataka) uprooted the long-established Tamil monarchies towards the
end of the 3rd century c.e. It was only towards the end of the 6th century c.e. that the Pā ṭiyas
in the south and the Pallavas in the north defeated the Kalabhras and restored order which was
reflected in the steadily increasing number of inscriptions thereafter. Considering that the
Vaṭṭe uttu script evolved from Tamil-Brāhmī, one should expect more Early Vaṭṭe uttu records
from the southern region. The fact that this is not so again demonstrates the political instability in
this region until the restoration of the Pā ṭiya rule.With the significant exception of the
Pulankurichi inscriptions [156] in the south, most of the Early Vaṭṭe uttu records in this
transitional period are found on the herostones in Dharmapuri District and Chengam Taluk in the
western region. After the 7th century c.e., increasing number of Vaṭṭe uttu inscriptions occur in
the southern region under the restored Pā ṭiya rule.1.13 Tamil-Brāhmī Inscriptions on Pottery
and Other Inscribed ObjectsWhile the present study is confined mainly to Tamil-Brāhmī stone
inscriptions included in the Corpus, it is also necessary to have some idea of the contemporary
Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions on pottery and other inscribed objects like coins, seals and rings in
order to have a more complete picture of early Tamil epigraphy. These inscriptions are presented
in Annexure A (Sections 1.13.1 - 1.13.3) and four illustrated catalogues :Catalogue



No.ContentsAISelect Tamil-Brāhmī Pottery InscriptionsAIICoins with Tamil-Brāhmī
LegendsAIIISeals with Tamil-Brāhmī LegendsAIVRings with Tamil-Brāhmī Legends1.14 Prakrit
Inscriptions on Pottery and Other Inscribed Objects Found in TamilnaduTamil-Brāhmī was not
the only script current in this region during the period under consideration(ca. 2nd century b.c.e.
to 4th century c.e.). Prakrit inscriptions in the Southern Brāhmī script occur on pottery as well as
other inscribed objects like coins, seals and rings found in Tamilnadu. These inscriptions are
briefly noticed in Annexure B (Sections 1.14.1 - 1.14.5) and the appended Catalogue B with
illustrations.1.15 Sinhala-Prakrit Pottery Inscriptions Found in TamilnaduPottery inscriptions in
the Sinhala-Prakrit language written in the Sinhala-Brāhmī script have also been found from
excavated sites in Tamilnadu. These inscriptions are briefly noticed in Annexure C (Sections
1.15.1 - 1.15.7) to this chapter and the appended Catalogue C and illustrations.Map I. Sites with
Tamil-Brāhmī stone inscriptions in Tamilnadu and Kerala.Map IA. Detail showing concentration
of Tamil-Brāhmī stone inscriptions in the Madurai region.Geographical AreasAncient Territorial
DivisionsSitesInscriptionsNorthern regionTo ṭai Nāṭu (later forming the nucleus of the Pallava
Kingdom)44Southern regionPā ṭiya Nāṭu2369Western regionCēra Nāṭu (including Kerala and
Ko ku Nāṭu)522Eastern regionCō a Nāṭu11Total3396Table 1.1. Geographical distribution of
Tamil-Brāhmī Inscriptions in the Corpus.EarlyInscrs.SitesLateInscrs.Sites2nd century
b.c.e.40142nd century c.e.931st century b.c.e.2073rd century c.e.1671st century c.e.544th
century c.e.64Total65253114Table 1.1A. Chronological distribution of Tamil-Brāhmī Inscriptions
in the Corpus.(See Tables 2.1 & 2.2, Chapter 2 for details.)Table 1.2Catalogue of Tamil-Brāhmī
Inscriptions in the Corpus(In alphabetic order of sites)Site No.SiteTalukDistrictInscr. No.Period
*XIVAiyarmalai(aiyarmalai)(hamlet of)
SatyamangalamKulittalaiKarur50EarlyXIIAlagarmalai(a akarmalai)(hill in)
KidarippattiMelurMadurai36 – 48EarlyXXVIIIAmmankoyilpatti(amma kōyilpaṭṭi)(hamlet of)
PeriyerippattiOmalurSalem84LateXIXAnaimalai(ā aimalai)(hill in) NarasingamMadurai
NorthMadurai60LateXXIXArachalur(araccalūr)ErodeErode85 –
87LateIIArittapatti(ariṭṭāpaṭṭi)MelurMadurai7 & 90EarlyXXVIEdakal(eṭakal)(hill near) Sultan
BatheriWynadWynad (Kerala)79 – 82 & 96LateXVIIIJambai(jampai)TirukkoyilurViluppuram59E
arlyXKarungalakkudi(karu kālakkuṭi)MelurMadurai34EarlyIVKilavalavu(kī ava avu)MelurMadur
ai10EarlyXXXIIIKilkuyilkudi(kī kuyilkuṭi)MaduraiMadurai95EarlyVKongarpuliyankulam(ko karpu
 iya ku am)TirumangalamMadurai11 – 13EarlyXXIVKudumiyamalai(kuṭumiyāmalai)IluppurPud
ukkottai77LateXXIIKunnakkudi(ku  akkuṭi)TiruppatturSivaganga74 –
75LateXXIMamandur(māma ṭūr)CheyyarTiruvannamalai73LateIMangulam(mā ku am)(in
Meenakshipuram, originally a hamlet of Mangulam)Madurai NorthMadurai1 –
6EarlyXXXMannarkoil(ma  ārkōyil)AmbasamudramTirunelveli88 –
89LateVIMarukaltalai(ma ukāltalai)(hamlet of)
SivalapperiTirunelveliTirunelveli14EarlyIXMettuppatti(mēṭṭuppaṭṭi)NilakkottaiDindugal24 – 33Ea
rlyXIMudalaikulam(mutalaiku am)UsilampattiMadurai35EarlyXVIIMuttuppatti(muttuppaṭṭi)hamlet
of VadapalanjiMadurai SouthMadurai56 – 58EarlyXXVIINekanurpatti(nēka ūrpaṭṭi)(hamlet of)



NekanurSenji (Gingee)Viluppuram83LateXXPugalur(puka ūr)(Punjai Pugalur
Town)KarurKarur61 – 72LateXXXIPulimankombai(pulimā kōmpai)AndipattiTheni91 – 93Early
XIIISittannavasal(citta  avācal)IluppurPudukkottai49EarlyXXXIIThathappatti(tātappaṭṭi)Nilakkott
aiDindugal94EarlyXXVTiruchirapalli(tiruccirāppa  i)Tiruchirapalli
TownTiruchirapalli78LateXVTirumalai(tirumalai)(hill in )
TirumalaiKonerippattiSivagangaSivaganga51 –
52EarlyXVITirupparankunram(tiruppara ku  am)Madurai SouthMadurai53 –
55EarlyIIITiruvadavur(tiruvātavūr)MelurMadurai8 – 9EarlyXXIIITondur(to ṭūr)Senji
(Ginjee)Viluppuram76LateVIIVarichiyur(varicciyūr)Madurai NorthMadurai15 –
17EarlyVIIIVikkiramangalam(vikkirama kalam)UsilampattiMadurai18 – 23Early*Period: Early:
(ca. 2nd century b.c.e. – 1st century c.e.). Late: (ca. 2nd – 4th centuries c.e.).Notes : 1. See
Map I for sites. 2. For more details, see data on each inscription included in the
Corpus.Annexure ATamil-Brāhmī Inscriptions on Pottery and other Inscribed
Objects1.13.1 Pottery inscriptions (Catalogue AI and Figs. 1 – 25)(i) IntroductionUntil almost
the middle of the 20th century, cave inscriptions were the only records known in the Tamil-
Brāhmī script. This circumstance gave rise to the presumption that Tamil-Brāhmī was employed
by the Buddhist or Jaina monks who came from outside the Tamil country and were not quite
conversant with the local language. It implied that Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions did not represent
the standard or the spoken Tamil of the day. All this changed with the discovery of pottery
inscriptions first at Arikamedu between 1941 – 44 and later from many more ancient sites
spread all over the Tamil country (Tamilnadu, Pondicherry and Kerala). At present, there are 27
sites, 19 of them excavated and the remaining explored, which have yielded hundreds of pottery
inscriptions in Tamil written in the Tamil-Brāhmī script (Table 1.3 & Map II). The inscriptions have
been dated by various methods including stratigraphy, associated artefacts and palaeographic
evidence from ca. 2nd century b.c.e. to 4th century c.e. The practice of writing on pottery
seems to have been given up by about the end of the 4th century c.e.[157]Yet another
dimension to the study of Tamil-Brāhmī has been added with the discovery of pottery
inscriptions from sites outside the Tamil country as at Salihundam (Andhra Pradesh), Jaffna
region and Tissamaharama (Sri Lanka), Phu Khao Thong (Thailand) and the ancient ports on
the Red Sea coast of Egypt (Quseir al-Qadim and Berenike) and Oman in the South Arabian
peninsula.While pottery inscriptions are fragmentary when compared to cave inscriptions, they
are, in general, more securely dated and provide a glimpse into the secular character of ancient
Tamil society. I shall argue in a later chapter that pottery inscriptions indicate widespread literacy
in all strata of the Tamil society in the Tamil-Brāhmī period.[158]Select Tamil-Brāhmī pottery
inscriptions from various sites are briefly noticed in Catalogue AI and illustrated in Figs. 1 – 25.
(ii) ArikameduArikamedu, also known as Virampatnam,[159] is on the east coast four km. south
of Pondicherry on the south bank of the Ariyankuppam river near its confluence with the sea.
The site has been excavated four times, first by a French team in 1941 – 44, then by Mortimer
Wheeler in 1945, again by the French in 1947 – 50 and most recently by Vimala Begley during



1989 – 92.[160] The importance of Arikamedu in determining South Indian chronology lies in
the fact that it was an ’ Indo-Roman trading-station’ , and imported artefacts from the
Mediterranean like amphoras, Arretine ware (terra sigillata), rouletted ware, glass and ceramic
items have helped in assigning precise dates to the local culture for the first time.[161] However,
the site is a disturbed one and dates based on stratification are not very secure. Wheeler’ s date
for Arikamedu in the first two centuries c.e. has been contested by Vimala Begley who has
proposed a wider timespread between ca. 200 b.c.e. and 300 c.e.[162]About 66 fragmentary
pottery inscriptions have been found at Arikamedu from different excavations.[163] Most of
them are in Tamil,[164] but a few are also in Prakrit [165] and Sinhala-Prakrit [166] languages.
The inscriptions may be assigned to dates between ca. 2nd century b.c.e. and 3rd century c.e.
mainly on palaeographic evidence.[167](iii) UraiyurUraiyur, now a suburb of Tiruchirapalli town
on the south bank of the river Cauvery, was the most ancient capital of the Cō as and was a
flourishing city during the Ca kam Age. Since it has been under continuous occupation, it is
highly disturbed and has very few open spaces. Excavations in limited areas at different
locations were carried out by Mahalingam during 1965 – 69 and a report on them was
published by Raman in 1988.[168] The excavations have yielded 20 inscribed sherds from
Period I levels.[169] The inscriptions, mostly fragmentary, are in Tamil [170] and incised on
black and red ware, russet-coated painted ware and red polished ware. Rouletted ware
assigned to the 1st century c.e. appears in the levels immediately above the inscribed sherds.
On the basis of stratigraphy, associated pottery and palaeographic evidence, the inscribed
sherds are dated to the 1st century b.c.e.(iv) KodumanalKodumanal is now a small village
situated on the north bank of the river Noyyal in Perundurai Taluk, Erode District. It was, however,
a major industrial and trading centre during the Ca kam Age and was noted for its manufacture
of jewellery from semi-precious stones. It is referred to in Ca kam literature by its older name
koṭuma am.[171] It is significant that the site is located just across the river from Padiyur known
in antiquity for the export of beryl (aquamarine) stones to Rome. The site is strategically situated
commanding the trade routes from the west coast via the Palghat Gap and onward to Karur,
Madurai and the east coast. The importance of the site was recognised from surface collection
of gems, terracotta figures and ancient pottery.The site has been excavated in three stretches
during 1985 – 86, 1989 – 90 and from 1996 – 97, first by a Tamil University team led by
Subbarayalu and then by a TNSA team led by Natana Kasinathan. The excavation reports are
yet to be published, though some important findings have been reported in various publications.
[172] This Section is based mainly on Subbarayalu’ s ‘Report on Kodumanal
Excavations’ (1988) and ‘Illustrated Catalogue of Pottery Inscriptions from Kodumanal’ (1996),
and a personal communication (1997) on the chronology of the site with special reference to the
inscribed sherds.The site comprises a habitation mound and a burial mound (with megalithic
graves). The inhabitants of the site in Period I (ca. 200 b.c.e. – 50 c.e.) were principally
engaged in the manufacture of gems and iron weapons and implements. The inhabitants in
Period II (ca. 50 – 150 c.e.) were mainly agriculturists. The site has yielded large quantities of



beads of carnelian and other semi-precious stones. The gemstone industry at this site seems to
have come to an end around 100 c.e.About 170 inscriptions on pottery, mostly from Period I and
incised on russet-coated and black and red ware, have been recovered, the maximum number
so far from an ancient Tamil site.[173] The language of the inscriptions is mostly Tamil;[174]
only two or three seem to be in Prakrit [175] and one in Sinhala-Prakrit.[176] Two remarkable
features of writing at this site are the juxtaposition of Tamil-Brāhmī letters and megalithic
symbols within the same inscriptions [177] and a very distinctive angular or rectilinear style of
writing seldom found at other sites. A pottery inscription from Anuradhapura, Sri Lanka, is written
in this style (R.A.E. Coningham et al., 1996: pp. 73 – 97, No. 16, 472). The ‘distinctive
angularity’ of the letters has been noted by the authors (p. 85, Fig. at p. 84). See especially Nos.
12 and 115 in Subbarayalu’ s Catalogue (1996) for very close parallels. I suggest that the
inscribed sherd reading ti mu  a (prob. for tami a) or the scribe who incised it came from
Kodumanal, perhaps in the course of the gem trade. The date (190 b.c.e.) assigned to the
Anuradhapura sherd on the basis of stratification falls within the range known at Kodumanal.(v)
AlagankulamAlagankulam is now a small village near Ramesvaram on the east coast, situated
on the north bank of the river Vaigai. In ancient times, the river must have joined the sea at this
point, but at present, the sea has receded and the river no longer empties into it. However,
judging from the quantity of articles made from chank and semi-precious stone beads found
here, there is no doubt that Alagankulam was once a thriving sea and river port connecting
Madurai, the capital of the Pā ṭiya kingdom, with the sea. A remarkable graffito on pottery found
at the site depicts a large Roman ship [178] calling at the port. It proves conclusively that
Alagankulam took part in the trade with Rome in Classical times. The importance of the site was
recognised from surface finds of rouletted ware, semi-precious stone beads, etc. Regular
excavations by the TNSA commenced in 1986.[179]A few of the inscriptions were surface finds
and the rest came from excavations. [180] Most of the inscriptions are in Tamil written in the
Tamil-Brāhmī script. Among the noteworthy finds are those mentioning patumā -kōtai (Patuma
Kōtai),[181] apparently a Cēra prince judging from his name, and the personal names
kuvira [182] (< kubēra) and cātavēta [183] (< jātavedas). Five Sinhala-Prakrit inscriptions
[184] were found at the site (virtually overlooking Sri Lanka on the other side of the narrow
straits).As Northern Black Polished (NBP) ware and a punch-marked coin were found at the
lowest levels, and Roman coins of late 4th /early 5th centuries c.e. at the upper levels, the site
must have flourished between ca. 3rd century b.c.e. and 5th century c.e.[185] However, the
pottery inscriptions found at the site fall within a narrower range between ca. 2nd century b.c.e.
and 1st century c.e. judging from palaeographic evidence.[186](vi) Other excavated sites with
pottery inscriptionsApart from the 4 major sites discussed above, 15 other excavated sites have
yielded relatively fewer pottery inscriptions (Table 1.3 & Map II). Among these sites,
Kanchipuram,[187] Karur,[188] Korkai [189] and Poompuhar (Kāviri-p-pūm-paṭṭi am)[190]
have the potential to yield much greater number of pottery inscriptions than discovered so far.
Kanchipuram and Karur have had the same problems as Uraiyur, namely continuous occupation



and heavily built-up areas with little room left for large-scale excavations. Still it is rather
surprising that Kanchipuram and even Poompuhar (with relatively more open spaces) have not
yielded pottery inscriptions in Tamil. The only inscribed sherd found at Kanchipuram is in Prakrit,
and the one from Poompuhar is in Sinhala-Prakrit. Pottery inscriptions in Tamil in the Tamil-
Brāhmī script have also been found in the excavations at Alagarai,[191] Kovalanpottal,[192]
Poluvampatti,[193] Vallam,[194] Maligaimedu and Teriruveli.[195] Other recently excavated
sites in Tamilnadu with Tamil-Brāhmī pottery inscriptions include Andipatti [196]
(Tiruvannamalai Dt.), Porunthal [197] (Dindugal Dt.), Mangudi [198] (Tirunelveli Dt.) and
Mayiladumparai [199] (Krishnagiri Dt.). A unique Early Vaṭṭe uttu inscription, the only one
known so far on pottery, was found on the surface at Poluvampatti.[200] It may be assigned to
ca. 5th century c.e. on palaeographic evidence.(vii) Other explored sites with pottery
inscriptionsStray finds of pottery inscriptions have been reported from surface explorations or by
chance at Attur,[201] Coimbatore,[202] Jambai,[203] T. Kallupatti and S. Pappinayakkanpatti,
[204] Odaikalpalaiyam,[205] Sivakasi [206] and Marungur [207]. See Table 1.3 & Map II.
(viii) Tamil-Brāhmī pottery inscriptions from sites outside Tamil Nadu(a) Salihundam, Andhra
PradeshSalihundam, a Buddhist site in Srikakulam District, Andhra Pradesh, has yielded 69
inscribed sherds dating between ca. 3rd – 2nd century b.c.e. and 4th – 5th century c.e.
[208] The inscriptions are in Prakrit in the Southern Brāhmī script with one notable exception.
The unique inscribed sherd is a fragment of a rouletted ware dish of fine fabric found at surface
level [209] and said to be similar to Type 1a pottery at Arikamedu. The sherd has been
assigned to ca. 3rd or 2nd century b.c.e. by the excavator who has also offered two or three
alternative readings of the inscription.[210] According to my revised reading, the text is na ku lā
na (nakulan), a masculine personal name (Nakula ) in Tamil [211] after one of the Pā ḍava
brothers. The orthography is influenced by the Bhattiprolu style as may be seen from the
apparent lengthening of lā. The inscription may be dated to ca. 1st century b.c.e. from
palaeographic evidence. The inscription was incised probably by a Tamil monk or pilgrim at the
site. The language is not Prakrit as the reading requires a basic consonant in final position. The
language is also not Old Telugu as the expected -an ending does not occur. Tamil satisfies all
the criteria including orthography. The medial vowel notation is a mixture of the TB-I & II systems
as in the Alagarmalai inscriptions (especially, 38 – 45, ca. 1st century b.c.e.). See Sections 6.5
to 6.8 on medial vowel notations in Tamil-Brāhmī. The use of dental n instead of alveolar  has
parallels in the Jambai inscription (59, ca. 1st century c.e.).(b) Pattanam (Muci i), KeralaRecent
excavations at Pattanam (Paravur Taluk, Ernakulam Dist., Kerala) have revealed that it is the site
of ancient Muci i, the celebrated seaport of the Cēra kingdom on the West Coast.[212] Three
Tamil-Brāhmī pottery inscriptions have been found so far (2010) at this site. Two of them are
dated in the 2nd century c.e. and one more in the 4th century c.e. from stratigraphic and
palaeographic evidence.[213] (ix) Tamil-Brāhmī pottery inscriptions outside India(a) Jaffna
Region, (Northern Sri Lanka)The population of Jaffna, Sri Lanka, has been Tamil-speaking since
time immemorial and it is not surprising that Tamil-Brāhmī pottery inscriptions occur there



contemporaneously with the Tamil country. Several inscribed sherds have been discovered
during exploration of villages in the Poonagari region of Jaffna.[214] One of the inscriptions
reads vē ā , a clan name related to vē .[215] Most of the other sherds are too fragmentary, but
the occurrence of the diagnostic Tamil-Brāhmī letters    and  leaves no doubt that the
language of the pottery inscription is Tamil.[216] The sherds have been tentatively assigned to
ca. 2nd century b.c.e. pending regular excavations of the sites.tira i mu i ‘written agreement by
the Assembly’.(b) Tissamaharama, (Southern Sri Lanka)Hundreds of lead coins, seals and other
antiquities were discovered by chance sometime before 1999, when the villagers of Akurugoda
near Tissamaharama (the famed capital of Ruhuna, the ancient name of the south-eastern
region of Sri Lanka) were digging pits in search of gemstones. The coins and other antiquities
were collected and published by Rajah M. Wickremesinhe in collaboration with Osmund
Bopearachchi and Harry Falk.[217] It is remarkable that while most of the lead coins have
legends in Sinhala-Prakrit written in the Sinhala-Brāhmī script, there are also quite a few with
Tamil legends written in the Tamil-Brāhmī script.[218] Regular excavations of the ancient citadel
of Akurugoda, Tissamaharama, are now (2010) in progress, led by H. J. Weisshaar and H.
Schenk. Among the artefacts found so far is a rim of high quality, black & red ware pottery dish
incised with a short inscription in Tamil in the Tamil-Brāhmī script (with a pair of symbols in the
middle, interpreted as clan signs). According to preliminary reports, the inscribed dish was found
in the earliest layer dated by stratigraphy to around 200 b.c.e.[219] The inscription reads: tira i
mu i ‘written agreement (mu i) of the assembly (tira i).’ (cf. tira ‘to assemble, an assembly’
TL).[220] The discovery is important for several reasons. There is now clear stratigraphic
evidence for the existence of Tamil-Brāhmī even at this early period. The lead coins with Tamil-
Brāhmī legends found in the site vouch for the existence of a trade guild of Tamil merchants at
Tissamaharama in southern Sri Lanka engaged in inland and maritime trade and functioning
autonomously with powers to issue coinage or trade tokens in their native language.[221]
(c) Quseir al-Qadim (Red Sea coast, Egypt)Excavations in a Roman settlement at this ancient
port on the Red Sea coast of Egypt brought to light two inscribed sherds in Tamil written in the
Tamil-Brāhmī script.[222] The inscriptions read ka  a  a (ka  a ) and cā ta  a (cātta ). [223]
The occurrence of the Tamil nominal ending -a in the personal names leaves no doubt about
the identification of the language and the script. The inscriptions may be dated to ca. 1st
century c.e. on palaeographic evidence. It is significant that both the personal names are also
found in pottery inscriptions of the same period from Arikamedu.[224] An ostrakon inscription
was earlier found at this site on the surface. The inscription is in Prakrit written in the Southern
Brāhmī characters of ca. 2nd – 3rd centuries c.e.[225]More recently, the site has been re-
opened for excavation by D. Peacock and L. Blue of the University of Southampton, U.K. They
have found a fragmentary pottery vessel from a 2nd century c.e. level. The vessel has been
identified by Roberta Tomber of the British Museum, London, as a storage jar manufactured in
India.[226] The jar is incised with a short inscription (repeated twice on two sides of the vessel).
[227] The inscription is in Tamil witten in the Tamil-Brāhmī script. It reads pā ai o i ‘pot (pā ai)



(suspended in a) rope-net (o i)’. cf. Ta. u i, Pa. o i, Ka. o  i (DEDR 708).(d) Berenike (Red Sea
coast, Egypt)The excavations of a Ptolemaic-Roman settlement at this ancient port on the Red
Sea coast of Egypt in 1995 yielded an inscribed amphora fragment dated by stratigraphy to
60 – 70 c.e.[228] The inscription is in Tamil and written in the Tamil-Brāhmī script. The reading
is ko( ) a-pūmā ‘Ko  a( ), the chieftain’.(e) OmanA pottery inscription in Tamil-Brāhmī was
found in 2006 during excavations at the Khor Rori region in Oman by Dr. Alexia Pavan of the
Italian Mission to Oman.[229] The script and the language of the inscription were, however,
identified only very recently by the Indian archaeologists and epigraphists when they had the
opportunity to see the pottery displayed in Kochi during a workshop on the Pattanam
excavations. The Tamil-Brāhmī pottery inscription has been dated to the 1st century c.e. by
stratigraphic and palaeographic evidence. The fragmentary inscription reads:.. . antai kīra , a
personal name in Tamil.Apart from providing direct material evidence for South Indian trade with
South Arabian peninsula in the classical times, the importance of the inscription lies in the word
kīra , which was the commonest name among the poets of the Ca kam Age (Durai
Rangaswamy 1980: pp. 105 - 125). The tradition connecting the name kīra with the sound of
chank (shell) cutting may be dismissed as folk etymology. It is more likely that kīra is derived
from kī u ‘to write’; cf. kīraka (Skt.) ‘a scribe’. This is a loan word in Indo-Aryan from Dravidian
(DEDR 1623 with a query). Apparently, the name in the pottery inscription from Oman belonged
to a Tamil scribe who accompanied the maritime trading expedition to keep accounts.(f)
ThailandA Tamil-Brāhmī pottery inscription of about the 2nd century c.e. was found during the
excavations at Phu Khao Thong in Thailand by a Thai-French team of archaeologists led by
Berenice Bellina of the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, France, and Praon
Silpanth of the Silpakorn University, Thailand.[230] Only three letters have survived on the
pottery fragment.[231] They read: tū  a ō... possibly the Tamil word for tu aō[ ], ‘the monk’. The
presence of the characteristic  confirms the language as Tamil, and the script Tamil-Brāhmī.
Probably the vessel was owned by a Tamil Buddhist monk residing in Thailand. This is the
earliest Tamil inscription found so far in South East Asia and attests to the maritime trade and
religious contacts with Tamils even in the early centuries c.e.Fig.1.21. Inscribed Touchstone from
Thailand.An inscribed touchstone from ThailandAn Indo-Japanese archaeological team led by
Noboru Karashima toured Thailand in 1992 – 93. They visited a local museum in the ancient
port city of Khuan Luk Pat on the Klong Thom river in the west coast of southern Thailand. There
they saw a small oblong piece of polished stone inscribed in Tamil-Brāhmī with the legend
perum pata kal ‘the (touch) stone of Perumpatta ’. [232] (Fig. 1.21). As patta in Tamil means
a ‘goldsmith’ , the inscribed stone has been identified as a touchstone (uraikal) for testing the
fineness of gold. The inscription has been dated to ca. 3rd or 4th century c.e. on palaeographic
evidence.1.13.2 Inscribed objects with Tamil-Brāhmī legends: coins, seals and
rings(Catalogues AII to AIV and appended Figures)Until about the middle of the 20th century,
no inscribed objects with Tamil-Brāhmī legends were known other than pottery. The situation has
changed dramatically since then and a virtual numismatic revolution has taken place in



Tamilnadu with the discovery of a flood of coins, seals and rings with Tamil-Brāhmī legends.
[233] These have been discovered mostly from the dry bed of the river Amaravathi at Karur, the
ancient Cēra capital. I visited Karur for field study in March 1991.I was amazed to see in the
glass cases of jewellery shops in the town hundreds of coins, mainly of the Cēras of the Ca kam
Age, not known earlier. I was told that all of them had been picked up from the river bed. I walked
along the dry bed of the river Amaravathi and could see several small groups of tribals digging
shallow pits in the sand and panning for coins and gold pieces. On an impulse, I asked one of
them to dig at a point chosen by me at random. A shallow circular pit was dug to a depth of one
metre when water level was reached. Out of this pit came, in the next few minutes, a square
copper coin of the Cēra dynasty, a Roman copper coin and a gold ring made of wire! A smaller
number of inscribed objects have been picked up from the beds of other rivers like South Pennar
and Vaigai.As in the case of pottery inscriptions, inscribed objects in Tamil-Brāhmī like coins and
seals, have also been found outside the Tamil country. Noteworthy among these are the silver
portrait coins of the Sātavāhanas [234] with the legends on the reverse of the coins in Tamil-
Brāhmī, a silver seal engraved with megalithic symbols and Tamil-Brāhmī characters found in a
megalithic grave at Anaikoddai,[235] Jaffna, Sri Lanka, and a set of local lead coins with Tamil-
Brāhmī legends from Tissamaharama [236] on the south-eastern coast of Sri Lanka.1.13.3
Illustrated CataloguesThe illustrated catalogues with Tamil-Brāhmī legends (Catalogues AI to
AIV) provide a brief description of the inscribed objects, references to the sources and also to
the Sections in this volume where they are discussed further in the context of the stone
inscriptions. As the present study relates to epigraphy, the emphasis is on the palaeographic,
orthographic and linguistic features of the inscriptions. Other data relating to the symbols and
physical measurements and specifications will be found in the references cited. The readings
and dates suggested for the inscribed objects in Catalogues (AI – IV, B and C) are mine and
may not necessarily be in agreement with those in the sources cited.Table 1.3 Sites with Tamil-
Brāhmī Pottery Inscriptions in Tamilnadu and KeralaS.No.SiteTalukDistrictEXCAVATED SITES1A
lagankulamRamanathapuramRamanathapuram2AlagaraiThottiyamTiruchirapalli3AndipattiChen
gamTiruvannamalai4ArikameduAriyankuppam(Commune)Pondicherry(Union Territory)5Kanchip
uramKanchipuramKancheepuram6KarurKarurKarur7KodumanalPerunduraiErode8KorkaiSrivaik
untamThoothukkudi9KovalanpottalMadurai SouthMadurai10MaligaimeduPanrutiCuddalore11M
angudiSankarankoilTirunelveli12MayiladumparaiKrishnagiriDharmapuri13PattanamParavurErna
kulam (Kerala)14PoluvampattiCoimbatore SouthCoimbatore15PoompuharSirkazhiNagapattinam
16PorunthalPalaniDindugal17TeriruveliMudukulathurRamanathapuram18UraiyurTiruchirapalliTir
uchirapalli19VallamThanjavurThanjavurEXPLORED SITES / CHANCE
FINDS1AtturKarurKarur2Coimbatore
CityCoimbatoreCoimbatore3JambaiTirukkoyilurViluppuram4T. KallupattiPeraiyurMadurai5Marun
gurPanruttiCuddalore6OdaikalpalaiyamPalladamCoimbatore7S.
PappinayakkanpattiPeraiyurMadurai8SivakasiSivakasiVirudhunagarMap II. Sites with Tamil-
Brāhmī pottery inscriptions in Tamilnadu and Kerala.Catalogue A IIllustrated Catalogue of Select



Tamil-Brāhmī Pottery InscriptionsNo.Date (ca.)ProvenanceInscriptionReferences &
Remarks(Sections refer to Paras in Chapters 1 – 7)TAMILNADU1.2nd century
b.c.e.MangudiTirunelveli Dt....ku  ū ma mā  a kā  aa tā  a yi yā  ai pe...‘...the elephant (of) Ata
(of)Ku uma kalam’. In TB-I notation.yiyā ai prob. for iyā ai.cf. ve kōṭṭ-iyā ai (Ku un.
75)Excavations at Mangudi 2003.cf. Burrow 1968: p.119 on iyā ai.See Section 6.5 for TB-I
notation.2.2nd century b.c.e.MarungurCuddalore Dt.a ti ya kā  aAtika , a personal name. (in
TB-I notation)cf. ar-iyta for arita (Corpus: 18).The Hindu, March 5, 2010.Āva am 21 (2010):
pp. 7 – 8.3.2nd century b.c.e.KodumanalErode Dt.... [ī] ya tā  a ve  ani ra a  i ī ya tā ṭā‘...
vessel (taṭā) filled with (a ī-iya) cold (ta ) toddy (ve nīr)’.(in TB-I notation).Y. Subbarayalu 1996:
No.3;Y. Subbarayalu 2010a.I. Mahadevan 2004d.Y. Subbarayalu 2010a followed here.cf. ve  ai
lit., ‘white (liquid)’ i.e. ‘toddy’ (Pi kala.).4.1st century b.c.e.Kodumanalkā  a  ā  a ā tā
 a‘Ka  a Āta ’ (in TB-I notation).Y. Subbarayalu 1996: No. 113.5.1st century
b.c.e.Kodumanalkula-antai-y cāmpā akal‘platter (akal ) (of) Cāmpā ,the kula-antai (head of the
clan)’.cf.(inscr.) ūr-antai ‘elder of the village’.Y. Subbarayalu 1996: No. 66.See Section 3.2.2(v)
andCommentary (3.7 & 66.2) on antai.6.1st century b.c.e.UraiyurTiruchirapalli Dt.mu lā  a pe ṭu
a na tā  ā  a ū mā  a‘Anta a , salt merchant ofMūla pēṭu’ (in TB-I notation).T.V. Mahalingam
1967: p. 311, Pl. 31.K.V. Raman (ed.) 1988: p. 73, Pl. 16.Catalogue A IIllustrated Catalogue of
Select Tamil-Brāhmī Pottery Inscriptions (Contd.)No.Date
(ca.)ProvenanceInscriptionReferences & Remarks(Sections refer to Paras in Chapters 1 –
7)7.1st century c.e.ArikameduPondicherry....  tevvai-tattai kōttirā-a ‘Tevvaitattai (< Skt.
Dēvadattā)of the gōtra of.. .  .Found in French excavations.Govt. Museum, Pondicherry.P.Z.
Pattabiramin 1946: Pl. XXI, No. 5.Wheeler et al. 1946: Fig. 47.19.I. Mahadevan 1973: No.
III.8.1st century c.e.Arikamedu.cātta -āvi-i kōtiraca ātiraiya ‘Ātiraiya , the gōtraja
(descendant)of Cātta Āvi’.Wheeler et al. 1946: Pl. XLI, 9.I. Mahadevan 1973: No. II.9.1st
century c.e.KarurKarur Dt.[a*]r(i)yti-y aya marai-y ayai pā[ ti*]‘vessel of Marai Ayyai, (wife /
daughter ? ) of (A)riyti Ayya( )’.Natana Kasinathan 1997: p. 71, Pl. II,2.10.1st century
c.e.AlagankulamRamanathapuram Dt.patumā -kōtai‘Patuma Kōtai’ (in large stylised
letters).Natana Kasinathan 1997: pp. 69 – 72,Pl. IV: 8. See also Section 4.5.5.11.1st century
c.e.PorunthalDindugal Dt.vayra (followed by symbol of a perforatedbead with string). lit.,
‘diamond’ ,(‘gem stone’ in this context).K. Rajan 2009b.The inscribed pottery stand was found in
a megalithic grave with 27 carnelian beads.12.1st century c.e.TeriruveliRamanathapuram
Dt.neṭu ki ...Neṭu ki [ i*], a personal name.cf. Neṭu ki  i, a Cō a Prince.S.Vasanthi 2002.See
also Section 4.4.2.13.2nd century c.e.Teriruveli.ko  a Ko  a , a personal name.The 2nd and
4th letters are markedwith the pu  i.S. Vasanthi 2002.See also Section 6.12.1 (iv)b.14.3rd
century c.e.AndipattiTiruvannamalai District....nāka u al‘(pot with) toddy-sap (ū al) of Nāka ’.I.
Mahadevan & S. Rajagopal 2008.Catalogue A IIllustrated Catalogue of Select Tamil-Brāhmī
Pottery Inscriptions (Contd.)No.Date (ca.)ProvenanceInscriptionReferences &
Remarks(Sections refer to Paras in Chapters 1 – 7)15.4th century c.e.PoluvampattiCoimbatore
Dt.neṭu ko  iNeṭu ko  i, a personal name (fem.)In the collections of the TNSA Museum,



Karur.16.5th century c.e.Poluvampattiāppai vi  a kūli‘grain (as price) for selling the ladle’.cf.
kūli ‘grain’ and ‘payment’ (DEDR 1905 – 1906).In the collections of TNSA Museum,
Coimbatore. The only known Vaṭṭe uttu inscription on pottery. See also Section 5.19.2
(c).KERALA17.2nd century c.e.Pattanam(Muci i)Ernakulam Dt....ūr pāva-ō...‘woman (of).. . ūr
(village)’.cf.Ma.pāva, Ta.pāvai ‘woman’.The pronominal ending is incomplete,(prob. -ō or -
ōr).V.Selvakumar et al 2006: No.1.18.2nd century c.e.Pattanam.... ama (a) (followed by 2
symbols)‘Jaina monk’.The Hindu, March 14, 2011.19.4th century c.e.Pattanam.cātta (followed
by a symbol,prob. the triangle-headed standard).Cātta , a personal name, common amongthe
mercantile communities.P.J. Cherian 2010.Compare cā with the letter in Arachalur - 1 (85) of the
same date.Sri Lanka20.2nd century b.c.e.TissamaharamaSriLanka.tira i mu i (with two
symbols in betweenthe two words).‘written agreement (of the) Assembly’.(tira i < tira ‘to
assemble, an assembly’ ;mu i: ‘palm leaf document’ )Harry Falk 2008: No,9.The first word at left
is written fromr. to l., and the second word at right from l. to r. in the normal mode. The document
was probably deposited in the vessel. See also Section 1.13.1 (ix) (b).21.2nd century b.c.e.
(?)JaffnaSri Lanka.vē (ā) ‘Vē ā ’ (a clan or caste name).P. Pushparatnam 1993: p. 40, Fig. 34.I.
Mahadevan 1994b: Pl. 5.See also Section 1.13.1 (ix) (a).Other Countries22.1st century
c.e.Quseir al-Qadim(Red Sea coast, Egypt).cāta ‘Cātta ’ (a personal name).D. S. Whitcomb
and J.H. Johnson1982: Pl. 61. O (drawing). Photographin S.E. Sidebotham 1991: pp. 12 – 38,
Pl. 2.22. See also Section 1.13.1 (ix) (c).23.2nd century c.e.Quseir al-Qadim.pā ai o ipot
(suspended in) rope net’.cf. Ta. u i, Ka. o  i, Pa. o i(DEDR 708).The Hindu, Nov. 21, 2007.V.
Vedachalam 2008.See also Section 1.13.1 (ix) (c).24.1st century c.e.Berenike(Red Sea coast,
Egypt).ko a pūmā (followed by two symbols)‘Ko  a Pūmā ’(name of a chieftain).I. Mahadevan
1996b: Pl. 9.1 & 9.2. See also Section 1.13.1 (ix) (d).25.2nd century c.e.Phu Khao
ThongThailand....tū a-ō...‘monk(s)’cf. Ta. tu avō (or) tu avōrThe Hindu, July 16, 2006. See
also Section 1.13.1 (ix) (f) and Fig. 1.21.Catalogue A I : Pottery Inscriptions in Tamil-Brāhmī.
Figs. 1: Mangudi.Catalogue A I : Pottery Inscriptions in Tamil-Brāhmī. 2: MarungurCatalogue A
I : Pottery Inscriptions in Tamil-Brāhmī. 3: KodumanalCatalogue A I : Pottery Inscriptions in
Tamil-Brāhmī. 4: KodumanalCatalogue A I : Pottery Inscriptions in Tamil-Brāhmī. 5:
KodumanalCatalogue A I : Pottery Inscriptions in Tamil-Brāhmī. 6: UraiyurCatalogue A I :
Pottery Inscriptions in Tamil-Brāhmī. 7: ArikameduCatalogue A I : Pottery Inscriptions in Tamil-
Brāhmī. 8: ArikameduCatalogue A I : Pottery Inscriptions in Tamil-Brāhmī. 9: KarurCatalogue A
I : Pottery Inscriptions in Tamil-Brāhmī. 10: AlagankulamCatalogue A I : Pottery Inscriptions in
Tamil-Brāhmī. 11: PorunthalCatalogue A I : Pottery Inscriptions in Tamil-Brāhmī. 12.
TeriruveliCatalogue A I : Pottery Inscriptions in Tamil-Brāhmī. 13. TeriruveliCatalogue A I :
Pottery Inscriptions in Tamil-Brāhmī. 14. AndipattiCatalogue A I : Pottery Inscriptions in Tamil-
Brāhmī. 15. PoluvampattiCatalogue A I : Pottery Inscriptions in Tamil-Brāhmī. 16. Poluvampatti
(Early Vaṭṭe uttu).Catalogue A I : Pottery Inscriptions in Tamil-Brāhmī. 17. Pattanam (Muci i),
Kerala.Catalogue A I : Pottery Inscriptions in Tamil-Brāhmī. 18. Pattanam (Muci i),
Kerala.Catalogue A I : Pottery Inscriptions in Tamil-Brāhmī. 19. Pattanam (Muci i),



Kerala.Catalogue A I : Pottery Inscriptions in Tamil-Brāhmī. Figs. 20: Tissamaharama,
SriLanka.Catalogue A I : Pottery Inscriptions in Tamil-Brāhmī. Figs. 21: Jaffna,
SriLanka.Catalogue A I : Pottery Inscriptions in Tamil-Brāhmī. Figs. 22. Quseir al-Qadim,
Egypt.Catalogue A I : Pottery Inscriptions in Tamil-Brāhmī. Figs. 23. Quseir al-Qadim,
Egypt.Catalogue A I : Pottery Inscriptions in Tamil-Brāhmī. Figs. 24. Berenike, Egypt.Figure 2
Catalogue A I : Pottery Inscriptions in Tamil-Brāhmī. Figs. 25. ThailandCatalogue A IIIllustrated
Catalogue of Coins with Tamil-Brāhmī LegendsNo.MetalDynasty / KingDate
(ca.)ObverseReverseReferences & Remarks(Sections refer to Paras in Chapters 1 –
7)TAMILNADU1.CopperPā ṭiya.Peruva uti.2nd century b.c.e.Horse to l.pe ru vā  u
ti(Peruva uti)Stylised double fishsymbol.R. Krishnamurthy1987: No. 2; 1997a: No. 9.See also
Section 4.2.2.2.CopperCēra.Irumpo ai.1st century c.e.A standing personage undera tōra a
and other symbols.kol-i-p-pu ai (kollippu ai)‘Po ai of Kolli’.Bow and arrowand other symbols.R.
Nagaswamy 1995: pp. 9 – 10,Pl. facing p. 106.R. Krishnamurthy1997a: No.
173.3.CopperCēra.Irumpo ai.1st century c.e.As above with the legendkol-irumpu ai-y(kol-i +
irumpu ai-y)‘Irumpo ai of Kolli’.Bow and arrowand other symbols.A. Seetharaman 1994: No.
13.R. Krishnamurthy 1997a: No. 174.See Section 4.3.2 on Nos. 2 & 3.4.SilverCēra.Mākkōtai.3rd
century c.e.Bust of king to r. withlegend above.mā k kō tai(Mākkōtai)BlankA. Seetharaman 1994:
No. 14.R. Krishnamurthy 1997a: Nos. 164 – 171.5.SilverCēra.Kuṭṭuva Kōtai.3rd century
c.e.As above with the legendku ṭ ṭu va  kō tai(Kuṭṭuva Kōtai)The medial sign in -ku isreversed;
the pu  i is added tothe 3rd instead of the 2nd letter.BlankR. Krishnamurthy 1997a: No.
172.See Section 4.3.4 on Nos. 4 & 5.6.LeadCēnta Chieftain of a local dynasty.3rd century
c.e.ati  a etirā cēnta ‘Cēnta , successor (?) ofAti  a ’. Goad and othersymbols in the
middle.Hills and river motif.Andipatti Hoard, Tiruvannamalai Dt.P. N. Mohandas 1968.K. G.
Krishnan 1973 – 74c.See also Section 4.5.4.SRI LANKA7.LeadLocal issue
fromTissamaharama,Sri Lanka.2nd century b.c.e.Cock to r.Svastikā symbol.ma ha cā ta a
 a(Mahā cātta )O. Bopearachchi et al. 2000: No. 17.I. Mahadevan 2000a: No. I.P. Pushparatnam
2001: chapter 3, No. 4.Reading in Pushparatnam followed.8.LeadLocal issue
fromTissamaharama,Sri Lanka.2nd century b.c.e.Floral designdotted circle in the middle.A
symbol at left.ka pā ti ka ṭā la a  a(Kapati Kaṭala )O. Bopearachchi et al. 2000: No. 20.I.
Mahadevan 2000a: No. II.See Section 4.6.9.9.LeadLocal issue fromTissamaharama,Sri
Lanka.2nd century b.c.e.Floral designSvastikā symbol.ū ti  ā  a(Uttira )O. Bopearachchi et al.
2000: No. 21.I. Mahadevan 2000a: No. III.See Section 4.19.5 (iv).10.LeadLocal issue
fromTissamaharama,Sri Lanka.2nd century b.c.e.Wheel motifdotted circle in the middle.t[i] sa pi
ṭā  a(Tissa Piṭṭa )O. Bopearachchi et al. 2000: No. 37.I. Mahadevan 2000a: No. IV.See also
Harry Falk 2008 on Lead Coins from Tissamaharama.11.SilverSātavāhana. VāsisṭhīputraŚrī
Pu umāvi.2nd century c.e.Bust of the king to the r. with a circular legend in Pkt. in Southern
Brāhmī.rāñō vāsiṭhi-putasasiri pu umāvisaVarious symbols with a circular legend in Tamil in
Tamil-Brāhmī script.araca -ku vāciṭṭi- maka -ku tiru pu umāvi-kuA rare specimen with complete
legends on both sides of the coin set in a rosette-like pendant.Courtesy: National Museum,



Colombo. See Section 5.15.Note: For more silver portrait coins of the Sātavāhanas with Tamil-
Brāhmī legends on the reverse, see Figs. 5.9: 1 – 4 in Chapter 5.See also Fig. 5.5 C (Chapter
5) for the reverse legend of a No amba coin (ca. 9th century c.e.).1-3.Catalogue A II : Coins
with Tamil-Brāhmī legends (inscribed sides only). Figs. 1: Peruva uti. 2: Kol-i-p-pu ai. 3: Kol-
irumpu ai-y.4. Catalogue A II : Coins with Tamil-Brāhmī legends (inscribed sides only). Figs.4.
Mākkōtai5. Catalogue A II : Coins with Tamil-Brāhmī legends (inscribed sides only). Figs.5.
Kuṭṭuva Kōtai6. Catalogue A II: Coins with Tamil-Brāhmī legends. Fig. 6: Cēnta , (a local
chieftain), Andipatti, Tiruvannamalai7. Catalogue A II: Coins with Tamil-Brāhmī legends. Fig. 7:
Local issues from Tissamaharama, Sri Lanka.8. Catalogue A II: Coins with Tamil-Brāhmī
legends. Fig. 8: Local issues from Tissamaharama, Sri Lanka.9. Catalogue A II: Coins with Tamil-
Brāhmī legends. Fig. 9: Local issues from Tissamaharama, Sri Lanka.10. Catalogue A II: Coins
with Tamil-Brāhmī legends. Fig. 10: Local issues from Tissamaharama, Sri Lanka.11. Catalogue
A II: Coins with Tamil-Brāhmī legends. Fig. 11: Silver portrait coin of the Sātavāhana king,
Vāsisṭhīputra Śrī Pu umāvi (National Museum, Colombo, Sri Lanka).Catalogue A IIIIllustrated
Catalogue of Seals with Tamil-Brāhmī LegendsNo.MetalDate (ca.)Provenance &
DescriptionLegendReferences & Remarks(Sections refer to Paras in Chapters 1 –
7)1.Silver1st century b.c.e.Karur.A square seal with śrīvatsa and othersymbols; legend directly
incised.ku  ā vā  a(Ku ava )‘of the Ku avar clan’.A. Seetharaman 1994: No. 6.See also Section
4.18.1 (iii).2.Terracotta1st century b.c.e.Kadathur (Dharmapuri Dt.).A circular seal directly
incised in boldcharacters.pā rā ta  a(Parata )‘of the Paratar clan.’P. B. Venkataraman
1991.TNSA collection.See also Section 4.18.1 (vi).3.Bronze3rd century c.e.Karur.A square
seal(with two lines of legend).vil ati a... (Vil Ati a ),a personal name.A. Seetharaman 2008b:
No.2.cf. Ati( ) a in Corpus: 7. Note:See also the stone seal with megalithic symbols and Tamil-
Brāhmī legend from Anaikoddai, Jaffna, Sri Lanka. (Fig. 5.14 and discussion in Section 5.18.3 in
Chapter 5.)1-2. Catalogue A III : Seals with Tamil-Brāhmī legends. Figs. 1: Ku ava . 2: Parata 3.
Catalogue A III : Seals with Tamil-Brāhmī legends. Fig. 3. Vil Ati a...Catalogue A IVIllustrated
Catalogue of Rings with Tamil-Brāhmī LegendsNo.MetalDate (ca.)Provenance &
DescriptionLegendReferences & Remarks(Sections refer to Paras in Chapters 1 – 7)1.Gold1st
cent. b.c.e.Karur.The figure of a young prince(prob. Bharata) battling a rearinglion in the field.
Legend at l. alongthe rim. Directly incised.ti yā  a(Tiya )A personal name.I. Mahadevan and S.
Raman 2002.See also Sections 4.18.1 (iv) and4.19.4 (i).2.Gold1st century b.c.e.Karur.Legend
directly incised.ti yā  a ō tā lā  a(Tiya Ōtala )A personal name.TNSA collections.Natana
Kasinathan 1994: No. 27.K. Sridharan & K. Arjunan 1992: p. 22.See also Sections 4.18.1 (iv)
and4.19.4 (i).3.Gold1st century b.c.e.Karur.Legend directly incised.mi ti rā  a(Mittira )A
personal name.M.R. Thangamani 1999.See also Section 4.19.3 (i).4.Gold1st century
b.c.e.Karur.Legend flanked by two symbolsand reversed as on a seal.ū pā ā  a(upa[c*]a )‘a
spiritual teacher’.A. Seetharaman 1994: No. 2.See also Section 4.9.3 (iii).5.Gold1st century
b.c.e.Karur.Legend directly incised.nandipāda symbol at r. end.a ri a mā  a(Ariamā )A personal
name.R. Krishnamurthy 1997b.See also Section 4.19.3 (iii).6.Silver1st century



b.c.e.Karur.Legend directly incised.a na ti kā  a(Antika )A personal name.S. Raju 2001: pp. 158
& 161.7.Silver1st century b.c.e.Karur.Legend directly incisedin two lines.ve -i cāmpā (Ve  i
Cāmpā )A personal name.A. Seetharaman 1994: No. 3.8.Silver1st century b.c.e.Karur.Legend
directly incised.pēr-avatā a(Pēravatā a[m*])‘one skilled ingreat feats of memory’.cf. Ta.
avatā am, avatā i (TL).TNSA collections.Natana Kasinathan 1994: No. 28.K.Sridharan & K.
Arjunan 1992 p. 22.9.Silver1st century c.e.Karur.Legend directly incised.nandipāda symbol at l.
end.titta (Titta )A personal name.A. Seetharaman 1994: No. 4.See also Section 4.4.1.Note: See
also the unique gold ring from Karur with a Prakrit legend partly in the Bhattiprolu script. (Figs.
5.2A and Sections 5.6.3 (c) and 6.6.)1-3. Catalogue A IV : Rings with Tamil-Brāhmī legends.
Figs. 1: Tiya . 2: Tiya Ōtala . 3: Mitira .4. Catalogue A IV : Rings with Tamil-Brāhmī legends.
Figs. 1: Tiya . 2: Tiya Ōtala . 3: Mitira . 4: Upa-a .5. Catalogue A IV : Rings with Tamil-Brāhmī
legends. Fig. 5: Ari-amā 6. Catalogue A IV : Rings with Tamil-Brāhmī legends. Fig. 6: Antika .7.
Catalogue A IV : Rings with Tamil-Brāhmī legends. Fig. 7: Ve -i Cāmpā .8. Catalogue A IV:
Rings with Tamil-Brāhmī legends. Fig. 8. Pēr-avatā a.9. Catalogue A IV: Rings with Tamil-Brāhmī
legends. Fig. 9. Titta Annexure BPrakrit Inscritptions on Pottery and other Inscribed Objects
from Tamilnadu [237]1.14.1 IntroductionThe earliest contacts between Dravidian and Indo-
Aryan go far back into prehistoric times as evidenced by the presence of a few Dravidian
loanwords in the Rigveda.[238] It is also well known that Indo-Aryan loanwords from Prakrit and
Sanskrit occur in the Tamil Ca kam literature.[239] These works were committed to writing,
most probably in the first two or three centuries c.e., but are believed to record a much older
oral, bardic tradition. The Ca kam anthologies which have come down to us were compiled still
later by selections from what had survived from a much larger corpus of earlier poems, both oral
and written.Palm leaf manuscripts were repeatedly copied by successive generations to
preserve the ancient texts. It is possible that at each of these stages, there were interpolations,
corrections and editing. It is therefore difficult to determine precisely the time at which any
particular word from Indo-Aryan was borrowed into Tamil. It is here that epigraphic evidence,
much smaller in volume and more limited in scope, but relatively better dated and free from
interpolations, comes into its own. Inscriptions provide direct evidence for the earliest linguistic
contacts between Old Tamil and Indo-Aryan in the Tamil country (Tamilnadu and Kerala) from
about the beginning of the 2nd century b.c.e. to the end of the 4th century c.e.No stone
inscriptions in Prakrit or Sanskrit have been found in the Tamil country during this period.[240]
However, a few Prakrit inscriptions have been discovered on pottery, coins, seals and rings. The
Tamil-Brāhmī stone inscriptions have a much larger number of loanwords from Prakrit, which are
mostly assimilated to the Tamil phonetic pattern with loss of voicing and aspiration and
orthographic modifications like assimilation and svarabhakti.[241] The following is a brief survey
of the earliest Prakrit inscriptions on pottery and other inscribed objects found in the Tamil
country.1.14.2 Prakrit Dialects in the Tamil countryPrakrit, in the widest sense of the term,
comprises all Middle Indo-Aryan dialects including Pāli. However, most of the Prakrit inscriptions
in the Tamil country, and loanwords in the Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions, are in the Standard



Epigraphic Prakrit which is based on the dialects of the Central and Western regions of North
India in the Post-Mauryan period.[242] There are, however, a few exceptional inscriptions and
loanwords from other Prakrit dialects as noticed in Catalogue B.1.14.3 Catalogue BThe
Catalogue lists and illustrates the earliest Indo-Aryan inscriptions found in the Tamil country with
references to earlier publications. The inscriptions are arranged in an approximate chronological
order. This Catalogue is the first attempt to bring the material together for a holistic review of the
chronology, the orthographic and palaeographic features, readings and meanings of the
inscriptions, and to classify them according to the Prakrit dialects in which they are written. The
classification is preliminary and rather tentative and is meant for further study by competent
scholars in the field. The Catalogue includes all the earliest Prakrit inscriptions found in the Tamil
country known to me, excluding a few fragments like ...va adikasa at Arikamedu and ...data at
Kodumanal. The Catalogue is illustrated with photographs from sources acknowledged
below.1.14.4 Some special features of the inscriptionsThree inscriptions (1, 5 & 8) are
influenced by Tamil orthography. Two of the inscriptions (2 & 3) are bilingual with Prakrit and
Tamil legends. A pottery inscription (7) is problematic as it appears to be written in the Sinhala-
Brāhmī script, but the language seems to be an Indian Prakrit dialect difficult to classify. There is
also a unique inscription (9) in hybrid Sanskrit written in the Northern Brāhmī script; the pottery
or the owner maybe from North India. Another inscription (10) records a Tamil personal name in
Prakrit written in the Southern Brāhmī script employing conjunct consonants. The seal
impression (11) in Prakrit in the Southern Brāhmī script appears to be palaeographically similar
to the contemporary inscriptions from the Deccan (Andhra or Karnataka). See Annexure C for
Sinhala-Prakrit pottery inscriptions from Tamilnadu.1.14.5 Need for further researchThe
extensive and mutual interaction between Prakrit and Old Tamil seen even from the limited
linguistic material included in this survey is sufficient to demonstrate that the earliest contacts
between these languages in the Tamil country must have commenced much before the Early
Historical Period. These inscriptions, most of which are relatively new discoveries, call for a re-
assessment of the chronology and nature of impact of Indo-Aryan languages on Tamil from the
earliest times.CATALOGUE BIllustrated Catalogue of Prakrit Inscriptions on pottery, coins, seals
and rings (ca. 2nd century b.c.e. – 4th century c.e.) from Tamilnadu.1.Inscribed Object
:Neck of a large pottery vessel found in situ inside a megalithic grave during excavations.Site
:Kodumanal, Erode District.Inscription :vi sā kī (Skt. viśākhī), a personal name (fem.).Language
& Script :Prakrit (influenced by Tamil) in the Tamil-Brāhmī script.Date :ca.2nd century
b.c.e.References :K. Rajan 1994: 75 – 76.Y. Subbarayalu 1996: No.1.CommentsThis is the
earliest securely dated Prakrit inscription found in the Tamil country. The language is Prakrit, as
seen especially from the -ī ending (which would be shortened as -i ending in Tamil). However,
the language is influenced by Tamil, as seen from the de-aspiration of kh to k. The unusual form
of the -ī medial vowel attached to the horizontal arm of k is noteworthy.2.Inscribed Object
:Square copper coin of the Early Pā ṭiya dynasty.Obv. horse to left, legends around the rim.Rev.
pair of stylised fish symbols.Provenance :From a coin-collector in Madurai; in the collections of



R. Krishnamurthy.Inscription :pe ru vā  u tipe ru va  u ti sa, personal name of the king (in
genitive).Language and Script :Tamil and Prakrit in the Tamil-Brāhmī script.Date :ca.2nd
century b.c.e.References :R. Krishnamurthy 1987: No. 1; 1997: No. 8.M.D. Sampath 1988.K.G.
Krishnan 2002b: No. 2.I. Mahadevan 2003: p. 62, No.1.CommentsThese are the earliest coin-
legends found in the Tamil country. The dating is based on the palaeography of the coin-
legends. The letter  resembles closely the character in the Mangulam Tamil-Brāhmī cave
inscriptions dated to ca. 2nd century b.c.e. The use of vā for va following the orthography of
Early Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions (TB-I type) supports the early date.R. Krishnamurthy, who
discovered and published the coin, regards the character -sa in the second legend as a symbol
(‘triskele’ ). According to him, the same Tamil legend is repeated twice in different orthographic
styles on the same side of the coin. K.G.Krishnan supports this interpretation, while M.D.
Sampath agrees with the reading of the coin-legends as bi-lingual.3.Inscribed Object :A gold
signet ring with legend in two lines engraved in the reverse.Fish and taurine symbols below.Site
:Amaravathi river bed at Karur.Inscription :sā ta  sā ti vē gi, ‘a personal name in Ta. and
Pkt.’.Language and Script :Upper line in Tamil in Tamil-Brāhmī.Lower line in Prakrit in Southern
Brāhmī.Date :ca. 1st century b.c.e.References :K.V. Raman 1996: 15 – 17.CommentsSāta
may be equated either with Cāta (<Pkt. sāta) or with Cātta (<Skt. sārtha), a common personal
name especially among the mercantile classes. The ambiguity is on account of the avoidance of
doubled consonants in Early Tamil-Brāhmī inscriptions.The lower legend in Pkt. appears to be
part of the same name with the meaning ‘(born under the asterism of) Svāti (of the) Vēngi
country’. K.V. Raman who first published the inscription, connects the Pkt. legend with sārtha-
vāhi ‘carrier of goods, a merchant’. The taurine symbol appearing at the lower right corner was
earlier incorrectly identified by me as the letter -sa. The unusual absence of the genitive case-
ending in the Prakrit portion of the legend may be because of the influence of Tamil (cf. sāta in
the first line).4.Inscribed Object :Rim of a pottery bowl (fragmentary).Site :Arikamedu. (Said to
be from the earlier French excavations; now in the Govt. Museum, Pondicherry).Inscription :… y
ya dē dha mō ‘votive gift given by … (name lost)’.Language and Script :Prakrit in the Southern
Brāhmī script (influenced by Tamil-Brāhmī).Date :ca. 1st century b.c.e.References
:Pondicherry Govt. Museum, No. 1 – 13.I. Mahadevan 1973: No.V, Fig. 5.CommentsProbably
the only Buddhist inscription in this collection. While d and dh are written in Southern Brāhmī, m
is written in Tamil-Brāhmī.5.Inscribed Object :A gold signet ring with the legend engraved in the
reverse within an oval ornamental border.Site :Amaravathi river bed at Karur.Inscription :bhā va
ta ta sa ‘of Bhavadatta’.Language and Script :Pkt. (influenced by Tamil) in Southern
Brāhmī.Date :ca.1st century b.c.e.References :Sankaran Raman 2000.I. Mahadevan 2003:
p.66, No.10.CommentsThe name of the owner of the ring is in Pkt., as seen from -sa, the
genitive ending. But -datta is written as -tata due to the influence of Tamil orthography. The
lengthening of the vowel in bhā- is probably influenced by the orthography of the Early Tamil-
Brāhmī inscriptions (TB-I type). The name Pava-tatta (<Skt. Bhava-datta) is attested in the
Tamil classic Cīvaka-cintāma i (1573).6.Inscribed Object :A gold ring featuring a tiger to the left,



regardant,with legend above.Site :Amaravathi river bed at Karur.Inscription :bra mha sa ha sa
(bramha-saha[s]sa< Skt. brahma-sahasra) ‘a personal name’.Language and Script :Sanskrit-
influenced Prakrit in Southern Brāhmī.Date :ca. 1st century b.c.e.References :Ajay Mitra
Shastri 2001: 57 – 59.I. Mahadevan 2003: p.67, No. 11.Arumuga Seetharaman 2008a: No. 5.1.
p.18.2008b: No. 3.1. p.8.CommentsAjay Mitra Shastri who first published the inscription (2001),
identified the animal as probably ’ a lion or tiger’. He read the legend bramha-saha-sa ‘of
Bramhasaha’ , a personal name in the genitive. According to him, the name is rather ‘unusual’
and the meaning ‘obscure’. He identified the language as ‘Sanskrit-influenced Prakrit ‘. I had
earlier identified the animal in the field as a goat without the head (killed in some sacrificial rite). I
have since revised the identification, as suggested by A. Seetharaman (2008a), of the animal as
a tiger. For a very close parallel, see the tiger motif on a Cō a seal of about the same period (A.
Seetharaman 2008b). I agree with the identification of the animal on the ring as the Cō a
insignia.According to my revised interpretation, brahma-saha(s)sa is a personal name, most
probably of a brāhma , as indicated by the first part of the name brahma-. The second part of
the name sahasra occurs frequently among brahmanical names in medieval Tamil inscriptions
(e.g.) Kumāra Nampi Sahasra (Kalveṭṭu No. 66 (2005): pp. 17 – 19). I agree with Seetharaman
(2008a) that the owner of the ring was probably a high-ranking official under the Cō as cf.
Piramātirāya < Skt. brahmādhirāja, ancient title of brāhma ministers (TL).As the expressions
brahma (alternatively bramha) and sahassa occur in Pāli, and as Skt. brahma generally
becomes ba ha in later Prakrit inscriptions, I had earlier (2003) identified the language of the
legend on the ring as Pāli. However, my attention has since been drawn to the occurrence of
bramha- in a Prakrit inscription of ca. 2nd – 1st century b.c.e at Bharhut (No. B-66, Bharhut
Inscriptions), more or less contemporary with the legend on the ring under consideration. Hence
its language can be described as ‘Sanskrit-influenced Prakrit’ as originally proposed by A.M.
Shastri.7.Inscribed Object :Fragmentary pottery bowl of grey ware with an inscription in one line
(incomplete at the end) incised on the rim.Site :Kanchipuram (excavation near Kamakshi
Temple).Inscription :pu śa la khi ta … (< Skt. pushya-rakshita or pushya-lakshita, a personal
name (‘protected or marked by the asterism Pushya’ ).Language & Script :Prakrit influenced by
Sinhala-Prakrit; in Sinhala-Brāhmī script.Date :ca.1st century c.e.References :Indian
Archaeology: A Review 1969 – 70: 34 – 35; 1970 – 71 :238 – 240.S. Paranavitana 1970:
Palaeographic Chart & Glossary.I. Mahadevan 1997a; 2003: pp. 47 & 49.(‘Pāli’ an error
for ‘Māgadhī’ ).CommentsThe inscription was earlier read as putalatisa (IAR). I have proposed
the revised reading after checking the original (1997). The script can be identified as Sinhala-
Brāhmī from the rectilinear shape of ś. Identity of the Prakrit dialect is considered
below.Māgadhī which has ś for Skt. sh or s, and changes r into l as in -lakhita in this inscription.
But Māgadhī appears to be unlikely considering the southern location and the relatively late
period of the inscription.Sinhala-Prakrit has also ś for Skt. sh or s, but does not change r into l as
in this inscription. Moreover, kh is almost always de-aspirated as k in the cave inscriptions of Sri
Lanka in which Pkt. -rakhita is invariably rendered as -rakita. Hence even though the script is



Sinhala-Brāhmī, the language of the inscription is not Sinhala-Prakrit.Epigraphic Prakrit: Harry
Falk has suggested that -lakhita maybe the equivalent of Skt. lakshita ’ marked by’ (personal
communication). This is possible, although lakshita is not attested as a suffix for names based
on asterisms in Pkt. inscriptions. On the whole however, it seems best to regard the language of
this inscription as in Standard Epigraphic Prakrit (influenced by Sinhala-Prakrit), since pusa- is
written as puśa- and the script is Sinhala-Brāhmī. Most probably, the bowl belonged to a person
from Sri Lanka residing at Kanchipuram.8.Inscribed Object :A Fragmentary pottery bowl with
one line of inscription incised on the rim.Site :Arikamedu (from French excavations and now in
the Govt. Museum, Pondicherry).Inscription :ya  u va la bhu ta ya pa ti ‘The platter of Balabhūtā
of Ya u (clan)’.Language & Script :Prakrit (influenced by Tamil) in Southern Brāhmī script
(influenced byTamil-Brāhmī).Date :ca. 1st century c.e.References :K.A. Nilakanta Sastri
1942.P.Z. Pattabiramin 1946: Pl.21, No. 3.R.E.M. Wheeler et al 1946: p. 114; Fig. 47.20.I.
Mahadevan 1973: No.4, Fig. 4.S. Karunaratne 1984: p. 34.CommentsNilakanta Sastri’ s reading
and interpretation (1942) were improved upon in Wheeler’ s report on the Arikamedu
excavations (1946). Another improvement was Karunaratne’ s identification (1984) of the value
of the reversed ḍ as Ta.  . This identification has been confirmed by the discovery of this
character in another inscription from Arikamedu and also in some of the cave inscriptions of Sri
Lanka. I had earlier (1973) proposed reading the inscription in Tamil, but I have adopted the
reading given above after checking the original inscription and in the light of later discoveries
(2003). The clan name ya u may be compared with Skt. yadu and Ta. iṭai. This is a Prakrit
inscription influenced by Tamil (cf. the sound  ) and the Tamil-Brāhmī script (cf. reversed ḍ read
as  ).9.Inscribed Object :Fragmentary pottery vessel with one line of inscription incised on the
flat bottom.Site :Arikamedu (from Wheeler’ s excavations).Inscription :ya kha mi tra sya ‘of
Yakshamitra’.Language & Script :Hybrid Sanskrit; in Northern Brāhmī script.Date :ca.1st
century c.e.References :R.E.M.Wheeler et al 1946: 111; Fig. 46.3, Pl.41.3.I. Mahadevan 1973:
No.1, Fig. 1. A.H. Dani 1986: pp. 73 – 74.CommentsThe reading in Wheeler’ s Report on the
Arikamedu excavations was improved upon by Mahadevan (1973) and further amended by Dani
(1986) which is now generally accepted. yakha is in Pkt., but mitrasya is in Skt. This is a unique
find, the only Hybrid Sanskrit inscription written in the Northern Brāhmī script found in the Tamil
Country. Most probably, the owner of the vessel whose name is incised on it hailed from North
India, or the vessel was imported from the North.10.Inscribed Object :A gold signet ring with a
single-line inscription engraved in the reverse within a rectangular border.Site :Amaravathi river
bed at Karur.Inscription :na lve   ai sa ‘of Nalve  ai’ , a personal name.Language & Script
:Tamil name with Pkt. case-ending (genitive)written in the Southern Brāhmī script.Date :ca.2nd
century c.e.References :K.V. Raman 1994.CommentsThe legend on the signet ring is an
epigraphical curio, a Tamil name rendered in Pkt. as indicated by the genitive ending -sa, and
written in the Southern Brāhmī script! The conjunct consonants lv and   and the use of the
Southern Brāhmī character for  (and not the Tamil-Brāhmī  ) are noteworthy palaeographic
features.Nalve  ai (lit., ‘auspicious and fair-complexioned’ ) is the Tamil name for Balarāma, the



elder brother of K ish a. One of the poets of the Ca kam anthologies (author of Na  i ai 250)
had the name Nalve  ai.11.Inscribed Object :A clay impression from a round seal. Three
symbols including the Srivatsa and Svastikā in the upper register and a single-line inscription in
the lower register, all enclosed within a circular border.Site :Arikamedu (found in French
excavations).Inscription :dha ra sa gō ta sa ‘of Dhara gōtra’ ,the gōtra name of the owner of the
seal. Language & Script :Prakrit in Southern Brāhmī script.Date :ca.3rd century
c.e.References :P.Z. Pattabiramin 1946: Pl.7, Fig. C.CommentsThis unique clay seal impression
was found at Arikamedu. The palaeography of the Prakrit legend in Southern Brāhmī indicates
that the seal was probably an import from Upper South India (Andhra-Karnataka
regions).Catalogue B: Prakrit Inscriptions on inscribed objects from Tamilnadu. Fig. 1: Pottery
from Kodumanal.Obv. Rev.Catalogue B: Prakrit Inscriptions on
inscribed objects from Tamilnadu. Fig. 2: Early Pā ṭiya coin.Catalogue B: Prakrit Inscriptions on
inscribed objects from Tamilnadu. Fig. 3: Gold signet ring from Karur.Catalogue B: Prakrit
Inscriptions on inscribed objects from Tamilnadu. Fig. 4: Pottery from Arikamedu.Catalogue B:
Prakrit Inscriptions on inscribed objects from Tamilnadu. Figs. 5: Gold signet ring from
Karur. Catalogue B: Prakrit Inscriptions on inscribed objects from Tamilnadu. Fig. 6: Gold ring
from Karur.Catalogue B: Prakrit Inscriptions on inscribed objects from Tamilnadu. Fig. 7: Pottery
from Kanchipuram.Catalogue B: Prakrit Inscriptions on inscribed objects from Tamilnadu. Fig. 8:
Pottery from Arikamedu.Catalogue B: Prakrit Inscriptions on inscribed objects from Tamilnadu.
Fig. 9: Pottery from Arikamedu.Catalogue B: Prakrit Inscriptions on inscribed objects from
Tamilnadu. Fig. 10: Gold Signet ring from Karur.Catalogue B: Prakrit Inscriptions on inscribed
objects from Tamilnadu. Fig. 11: Clay impression of a round seal from Arikamedu.Annexure
CSinhala-Prakrit Inscriptions on Pottery from Tamilnadu [243]1.15.1 Introduction: Catalogue
CThis is an annotated and illustrated Catalogue of nine pottery inscriptions in Sinhala-Prakrit
found in Tamilnadu.1 The inscriptions are dated from ca. 1st century b.c.e. to 1st century c.e.
on palaeographic evidence. They are in the Early Sinhala-Brāhmī script as in the early cave
inscriptions of Sri Lanka. All the inscriptions included in this Catalogue have already been
published. The details of previous publications are mentioned in the Catalogue. The original
publications may be referred to for details of individual inscriptions regarding archaeological
data, previous attempts at reading, etc. The present Catalogue is intended only as a ready
reference to information gathered from scattered publications, some of the most recent ones in
Tamil. I shall, however, utilise the opportunity to make a general survey of the inscriptions with
special reference to the distinguishing features of their language and script, which help in their
identification.1.15.2 SitesAmong the five sites in Tamilnadu with Sri Lankan pottery inscriptions,
three are seaports. Alagankulam, the port nearest to the shores of Sri Lanka, accounts for the
maximum number of five pottery inscriptions. Two pottery inscriptions have been found at
Arikamedu and one more at Poompuhar. One more has been found at Kodumanal, an inland site
which specialised in the manufacture of jewellery from gemstones. The pottery inscriptions now
provide direct evidence of trade and religious intercourse between Tamilnadu and Sri Lanka in



ancient times.1.15.3 DiscoveryThe earliest discoveries from Arikamedu found in the French
excavation in 1943, and also in Wheeler’ s excavation in 1945, remained for long unrecognised,
as the Indian epigraphists of the time were apparently unfamiliar with the special features of the
Sinhala-Prakrit language and the Sinhala-Brāhmī script. These became generally known in India
only after the publication of the early cave inscriptions of Sri Lanka by Paranavitana in 1970. As I
shall argue presently, the characterisation of the Early Sri Lankan inscriptions even by Sri
Lankan epigraphists as in ‘the Prakrit language in the Brāhmī script’ has tended to obscure the
distinctive features of the Early Sri Lankan language and script and has contributed to the delay
in recognising the true nature of the Sri Lankan pottery inscriptions found in ancient Indian
sites.In the course of my search for pottery inscriptions in the Tamil-Brāhmī script, I came across
the earlier finds of the Sri Lankan pottery inscriptions mentioned above and republished them
with my revised readings (I. Mahadevan 1985c, 1986, 1994b). In the case of the more recent
excavations at Alagankulam, Arikamedu (by Vimala Begley), Kodumanal and Poompuhar, the
excavating scholars were able to recognise immediately the occurrence of Sri Lankan pottery
inscriptions and generously permitted me to edit most of them (I. Mahadevan 1996 a&c,
2004a).1.15.4 LanguageThe language of the early cave and pottery inscriptions of Sri Lanka is
best described as ‘Sinhala-Prakrit’ on account of the following distinctive features, which set it
apart from the Indian Prakrits :(1) The long vowels are systematically shortened to the
corresponding short vowels :(e.g.) ā > a; ū > u; etc.(2) The aspirates are systematically replaced
by the respective non-aspirate consonants :(e.g.) kh > k; gh >g; etc.(3) The only sibilant in the
early inscriptions is ś, which replaces s and sh.(4) The masculine singular genitive case-ending
is -śa or -ha (corresponding to -sya inSkt. and -ssa in Pkt.).(5) The Brāhmī character jh is
employed not as an aspirate, but to represent a sound similar to but not identical with j (which is
not used).(6) The anusvāra ( ) is absent.The evidence justifies recognising Sinhala-Prakrit as a
distinctive dialect, even as Pali, Ardha-magadhi, Maharashtri, etc., are recognised as separate
dialects of Indian Prakrit.1.15.5 ScriptThe script of the early cave and pottery inscriptions of Sri
Lanka is best described as ‘Sinhala-Brāhmī’ as it has the following distinguishing features that
set it apart from Mauryan Brāhmī. Furthermore, some of the features of the Sinhala-Brāhmī
script resemble those of the neighbouring Tamil- Brāhmī script.(1) The writing is linear, and there
are no samyuktāksharas.(2) The character for ī (not found in Mauryan Brāhmī) is employed to
represent the short vowel i.(3) The characters for a and m in the Early Sinhala-Brāhmī script are
unlike those of the Mauryan Brāhmī and resemble the corresponding Tamil-Brāhmī letters.
(4) The letter ś has a characteristic linear and angular shape seldom found in Indian
inscriptions.cf. śagaśa often found at the end of the early cave inscriptions of Sri Lanka
(Paranavitana 1970).The evidence justifies recognising Sinhala-Brāhmī as a distinct variant
even as the Bhattiprolu script and the Tamil-Brāhmī script are now regarded as distinct regional
and linguistic variants of the Brāhmī script in India.1.15.6 ContentsPersonal names: The
inscriptions consist only of personal names and titles of the owners of the pottery vessels. All the
names found in the Sri Lankan pottery inscriptions from Tamilnadu are also attested in the early



cave inscriptions of Sri Lanka (Paranavitana 1970, Inscriptional Glossary).Titles: rajha (Skt.
rājan) ‘prince’ (No. 8) and abi ‘princess’ (No. 3) are both attested in the early cave inscriptions of
Sri Lanka. (See Paranavitana 1970 for the significance of these titles.)1.15.7 Influence of Tamil
orthographyIt is interesting that two of the Sri Lankan pottery inscriptions from Tamilnadu exhibit
the influence of Tamil on their orthography:-ttō for -tō ‘from’ (No. 3).cāmuta for śamuda, a
personal name (No. 6);It is relevant to recall here that the special Tamil-Brāhmī characters  ,  ,
 , and  as well as loanwords from Tamil like vē and marumaka occur in the early cave
inscriptions of Sri Lanka (see Section 5.12 in this volume), attesting to the cultural intercourse
between the two neighbouring peoples from the earliest times.Acknowledgements 1. Inscribed
pottery. Arikamedu. Photograph, courtesy Archaeological Survey of India, New Delhi. 2.
Inscribed pottery. Arikamedu. Government Museum, Pondicherry. Photograph, courtesy Institute
Francais d Indologie, Pondicherry. 3. Inscribed pottery. Poompuhar. Photograph, courtesy
Archaeological Survey of India, Southern Circle, Chennai. 4. Inscribed pottery. Kodumanal.
Tracing by Y. Subbarayalu, courtesy Department of Archaeology and Epigraphy, Tamil University,
Thanjavur. 5 – 9. Inscribed pottery. Alagankulam. Photographs, courtesy Tamil Nadu State
Department of Archaeology, Chennai. (Tracing in Fig. C-8 by I. Mahadevan).CATALOGUE
CIllustrated Catalogue of Sinhala-Prakrit Pottery Inscriptions from TamilnaduS. No.Site &
Inscribed ObjectDate (ca.) Text & TranslationReferences1.Arikamedu.Sherd of coarse fabric.1st
century B.C.E.bu ta śa‘of Buta’ (Skt. bhūta).Wheeler et al. 1946:No. 18, Fig. 47,pp. 113 – 114.I.
Mahadevan 1985c:pp. 279 – 282, Fig. 1; 1986:pp. 222 – 226, Fig. 1; 1996c:pp. 55 – 56, No. 1,
Fig. 1.2.Arikamedu.Sherd of gray ware, thick fabric.1st century C.E.ku bi ra ha‘of Kubira’ (Skt.
kubēra).The Govt. Museum, Pondicherry.I. Mahadevan 1996a:p. 56, No. 2, Fig. 2; 1996a: chap.
5, No. 29, Fig. 5.29.3.Poompuhar.(Kaviri-p-pum-pattinam).Red coarse ware.1st century B.C.E.a
bi ma ga ttō‘from princess Maga’(Skt. māghā). Doubled – tt- due to influence of Tamil
orthography.Natana Kasinathan 1998:pp. 152 – 154.S. Rajavelu 1999: p. 154.I. Mahadevan
2003:p. 47, No. 6.4.Kodumanal.Sherd of red slipped ware.1st century C.E.(ma) la śa‘of
Mala’ (Skt. malla).Y. Subbarayalu 1988, 1996:No. 34.I. Mahadevan 1996c:No. 7, Fig.
7.5.Alagankulam.Sherd of gray ware.1st century B.C.E.śa mu …,prob. Śamu (da)(Skt.
samudra), a personal name. See No. 6.Alagankulam 2005:p. 57, No. 60.I. Mahadevan 1996c:No.
3, Fig. 3.6.Alagankulam.Sherd of black rouletted ware, fine fabric.1st century B.C.E.cā mu ta
ha‘of Śamuda’ (Skt. samudra). Influenced by Tamil as well as Bhattiprolu
orthography.Alagankulam 2005:p. 57, No. 61.I. Mahadevan 1996c:No. 4, Fig.
4.7.Alagankulam.Sherd of black and red ware in three pieces.1st century B.C.E.... ra ki ta
śalatter half of a personal name (Skt….rakshita) in the genitive case.I. Mahadevan
2004a.8.Alagankulam.Sherd of black and red ware.1st century B.C.E.ra jha (ga) …‘Prince
Ga…’rajha <Skt. rājan. Personal name, incomplete.I. Mahadevan 1996c :No. 6, Fig.
6.9.Alagankulam.Sherd of black and red ware.1st century c.e.sa ga(Skt. sa gha),prob. the
Buddhist Sa gha. Note the occurrence of sa for earlier śa. Sri Lankan origin is indicated by ga
for gha.I. Mahadevan 1996c: No. 5, Fig. 5.Catalogue C: Sinhala-Prakrit pottery inscriptions from



Tamilnadu. Fig. 1: Arikamedu.Catalogue C: Sinhala-Prakrit pottery inscriptions from Tamilnadu.
Fig. 2: Arikamedu.Catalogue C: Sinhala-Prakrit pottery inscriptions from Tamilnadu. Fig. 3:
Poompuhar.Catalogue C: Sinhala-Prakrit pottery inscriptions from Tamilnadu. Fig. 4:
Kodumanal.Catalogue C: Sinhala-Prakrit pottery inscriptions from Tamilnadu. Fig. 5:
Alagankulam.Catalogue C: Sinhala-Prakrit pottery inscriptions from Tamilnadu. Fig. 6:
Alagankulam.Catalogue C: Sinhala-Prakrit pottery inscriptions from Tamilnadu. Fig. 7:
Alagankulam.Catalogue C: Sinhala-Prakrit pottery inscriptions from Tamilnadu. Fig. 8:
Alagankulam.Catalogue C: Sinhala-Prakrit pottery inscriptions from Tamilnadu. Fig. 9:
Alagankulam.Fig. 2. K. V. Subrahmanya Aiyer (1875–1969). His classic paper (1924) led to the
decipherment of the Tamil-Brāhmī script.2 DECIPHERMENT2.1 IntroductionThe term
‘decipherment’ is generally employed to denote the successful reading and understanding of an
unknown script in a language which is, to begin with, unknown. It may, therefore, appear prima
facie inapt to apply the term to the reading and interpretation of the earliest cave inscriptions in
the Tamil country, as neither the script (Brāhmī) nor the languages likely to be involved (Prakrit
and Tamil) can be described as ‘unknown’. However, the fact remains that when the cave
inscriptions were discovered, they were found to be wholly unintelligible, and it took the
combined labours of several scholars for well over half a century before the inscriptions could be
understood.The following are the main stages by which the cave inscriptions became
progressively more intelligible. (1) Determination of the true phonological character of the script,
which ruled out Indo-Aryan as the language of the inscriptions.[244] (2) Identification of the
special Tamil characters  ,  ,  and  in the script.[245] (3) Discovery that the cave inscriptions
followed orthographic conventions different from those of the Mauryan Brāhmī, but related to the
Bhattiprolu casket inscriptions.[246] (4) Study of the cave inscriptions in situ and editing them
direct from the stone.[247]The whole process can be truly described as ‘decipherment’ as it
revolutionised our understanding of the script and the language of the inscriptions and led to
fresh insight into the origin and evolution of Tamil writing systems.This chapter is a brief
chronological account of the decipherment of the Tamil-Brāhmī script. The results of the
decipherment relating to the language and contents of the inscriptions are presented
respectively in the next two chapters.2.2 Venkayya’ s readingVenkayya was the first to identify
the script of the cave inscriptions as Brāhmī.[248] His judgement that “the alphabet of the
inscription(s) resembles that of the Asoka edicts and may be assigned roughly to the end of the
3rd and beginning of the 2nd century b.c.”[249] has stood the test of time. However, his
assumptions, even before any of the inscriptions could be read, that “the language employed in
them is Pāli” and that “it was understood in the Pā ḍya country even at that early period”[250]
proved to be incorrect and stalled his efforts to understand the inscriptions. He attempted to
read the inscription on a stone bed at Mettuppatti [251] as follows :The writing on the first bed
seems to be anatai ariyā. If my reading be correct, one would be tempted to take anatai, which
occurs also in three other beds, as derivative of the Vedic root an ’ to live’. If this be the correct
derivation of anatai, it might mean living. The second word in the first bed is ariyā which is,



perhaps, meant for ariyānā ‘of the (Buddhist) saints’ (?).[252]This very first attempt to read a
cave inscription illustrates a major difficulty, namely, that even if the characters are read correctly
with values as in the Brāhmī script, the text turns out to be unintelligible. It is interesting that
Venkayya did not consider the possibility that the text, or at least part of it, could be in Tamil, the
local language.[253] In any case, Venkayya did not take his own reading too seriously and
admitted that “we must wait for more allied inscriptions in good preservation before we can be
sure about their interpretation”.[254]2.3 Krishna Sastri’ s readingsKrishna Sastri made the next
attempt to read the cave inscription at Sittannavasal [255] as follows :e ō mi nā ṭ[u] ku mu ṭh[ū]
[ū] ra(?) pi jū na tā kā v[u] ṭ[ī] ī tē nā ku chi ṭū pō [chi] la i l[ā]gha(?) ra che [gha](?) t[ō] a [su](?) ṭa
a nā ma.[256]He admitted that he was not able to suggest any possible interpretation of the
inscription. His tentative reading illustrates another characteristic of the Tamil cave inscriptions,
namely, that even where the writing is bold, clear and exceptionally well-preserved as in this
case, the text is almost wholly unintelligible. We know now that Krishna Sastri could not have
succeeded in reading the inscription as the clues to a correct understanding of the script were
yet to be discovered. However, Krishna Sastri had already started moving away from Venkayya’
s position and, adopting a more cautious approach, declared that the language of the cave
inscriptions was “neither Pāli nor Dravidian”.[257]Krishna Sastri lamented that even though the
Brāhmī cave inscriptions were brought to the notice of scholars and were also submitted to
some for critical study, they still remained “uninterpreted” and that scholars “have not paid to
these ancient records the attention they deserve”.[258] Probably in desperation, he suggested
to Ramaprasad Chanda, described as a brilliant scholar in ethnology, ”to take up these curious
Brāhmī documents of Southern India for study and make an attempt, however slight it may be, to
interpret them”.[259] He took Chanda on a tour of the caves and supplied him with
transcriptions and estampages of the inscriptions. However, his hope that Chanda was “shortly
going to publish a monograph on these inscriptions which is expected to throw some fresh light
on these hitherto obscure documents” remained unfulfilled.[260] Nothing more was heard of the
project which was in any case doomed from the start, as Chanda, a scholar from Bengal and
presumably unfamiliar with Dravidian, was not the best choice for the job.The first major study of
the cave inscriptions is the paper presented by Krishna Sastri himself at the First Oriental
Conference held in Poona (Pune).[261] The paper includes his readings of 31 inscriptions [262]
from 11 sites. He did not translate or interpret the texts and confined himself to commenting on
some of the words he could read in the inscriptions. Notwithstanding this serious limitation,
Krishna Sastri’ s paper represents important, even if tentative, advances in understanding the
script and the language of the cave inscriptions.2.3.1 Script: Krishna Sastri noted for the first
time the “purely southern characteristic” of the palaeography of the cave inscriptions comparing
them with those of the Brāhmī inscriptions of Ceylon (Sri Lanka).[263] The comparison was
fruitful as it enabled him to identify the occurrence of the Dravidian  in the Tamil cave
inscriptions based on the earlier discovery of this character by Parker in the Brāhmī inscriptions
of Sri Lanka.[264] From the same source, he also identified ī which occurs earlier in the Tamil



cave inscriptions when compared with the Brāhmī inscriptions elsewhere in the country.[265]
This was a valuable contribution by Krishna Sastri to the study of the Tamil-Brāhmī script. He
also noticed the occurrence of three other unusual characters in the script which, however, he
could not identify.[266] Later, Subrahmanya Aiyer correctly identified them as the special Tamil
characters for  ,  and  .[267]2.3.2 Orthography: Krishna Sastri was the first to compare the
Tamil cave inscriptions with the Bhattiprolu casket inscriptions of Andhra.[268] However, he did
not correctly apply the rules of the Bhattiprolu orthography discovered earlier by Bühler.[269] He
assumed that a character in the cave inscriptions, which resembled nā of the casket inscriptions,
was of the “Bhattiprolu type”.[270] This led him to the implausible conclusion that “the numerous
words ending in nā in all the inscriptions may be taken to be the genitive plurals ending in -nā ”,
[271] resulting in a gross exaggeration of the “Prakrit element” in the cave inscriptions. Actually,
the Bhattiprolu nā (or, more generally, the -ā medial sign of Bhattiprolu) never occurs in the Tamil-
Brāhmī script. It was left to Subrahmanya Aiyer to correct the reading of nā to  (the alveolar
nasal which occurs only in the Tamil-Brāhmī script).[272]Krishna Sastri was again the first to
guess correctly (though rather intuitively from his knowledge of Tamil epigraphy) that at least
some of the consonants in the cave inscriptions have to be treated as basic.[273] Actually, this
is one of the main features of the Bhattiprolu orthography and it applies almost without exception
to all the unmarked consonants in the early cave inscriptions.2.3.3 Language:Krishna Sastri was
the first to recognise the presence of the “Dravidian element” in the cave inscriptions. He could,
however, notice only four or five words “apparently in Tamil” (e.g., ūr, nāṭu) and the “superfluous
y after words ending in medial -ai” as part of the Dravidian element.[274] On the other hand, the
Prakrit element was, according him, “ more or less clearly expressed” in the inscriptions.
[275]Apart from his failure to understand the orthographic peculiarities of the inscriptions and to
identify the special Tamil characters for  ,  and  , Krishna Sastri’ s readings have also been
affected by his reliance on the unsatisfactory estampages of weather-worn inscriptions.
[276]2.4 Breakthrough: Subrahmanya Aiyer’ s deciphermentThe paper by Subrahmanya Aiyer
presented at the Third Oriental Conference held at Madras (Chennai) is the breakthrough
leading to an understanding of the real nature of the script and language of the Tamil cave
inscriptions.[277] In this paper, he presented his readings and interpretations of 30 inscriptions
from 12 sites. While his readings of individual inscriptions are not without problems as we shall
see presently, his elucidation of the phonological structure of the script, crucial identification of
the special characters for the Tamil sounds  ,  and  , and his demonstration that the language
of the cave inscriptions is basically Old Tamil with an admixture of Prakrit loanwords have
remained valid and constitute the real point of departure for all further work in the
field.2.4.1 Phonological structure of the scriptSubrahmanya Aiyer begins by pointing to a
“powerful misguiding factor” that what is written in Brāhmī must necessarily be in Pāli or
Sanskrit, as the script and the language are “inseparably associated in our minds”.[278] Having
freed himself from this assumption, he proceeds to delineate the phonological structure of the
script employed in the cave inscriptions as follows.[279] (1) The varga-prathamas have



generally been used. (2) The soft consonants i.e., the varga-t itīyas are conspicuous by their
absence. (3) śa and sha are not met with, though sa is occasionally found. (4) The lingual  a
occurs frequently. (5) Almost all the vowels with the exception of ai, au,  i, l , a and aḥ are
represented. (6) In the case of combined consonants the occurrence of short e and o deserves
special attention, the two being the special characteristics of the Dravidian alphabets.[280] (7)
The aspirates are seldom used; the only two letters that are met with are ṭha [281] and dha. (8)
Some symbols which never find use in the contemporary Asokan edicts are here employed and
the sounds which they represent remain to be determined. This is a factor which at once points
out that the language employed in the inscriptions contains sounds that could not be
represented by the symbols extant in the Asokan code.
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